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Abstract
Large-scale millennial length Northern Hemisphere (NH) temperature reconstructions have been
progressively improved over the last 20 years as new datasets have been developed. This paper, and its
companion (Part II, Anchukaitis et al. in prep), details the latest tree-ring (TR) based NH land air
temperature reconstruction from a temporal and spatial perspective. This work is the first product of a
consortium called N-TREND (Northern Hemisphere Tree-Ring Network Development) which brings together
dendroclimatologists to identify a collective strategy for improving large-scale summer temperature
reconstructions. The new reconstruction, N-TREND2015, utilises 54 records, a significant expansion
compared with previous TR studies, and yields an improved reconstruction with stronger statistical
calibration metrics. N-TREND2015 is relatively insensitive to the compositing method and spatial weighting
used and validation metrics indicate that the new record portrays reasonable coherence with large scale
summer temperatures and is robust at all time-scales from 918 to 2004 where at least 3 TR records exist
from each major continental mass. N-TREND2015 indicates a longer and warmer medieval period (~900 –
1170) than portrayed by previous TR NH reconstructions and by the CMIP5 model ensemble, but with
better overall agreement between records for the last 600 years. Future dendroclimatic projects should
focus on developing new long records from data-sparse regions such as North America and eastern Eurasia
as well as ensuring the measurement of parameters related to latewood density to complement ring-width
records which can improve local based calibration substantially.
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Introduction
Over the past two decades, substantial effort has been directed towards reconstructing late
Holocene Northern Hemisphere temperature trends and variability from high resolution palaeoclimate
proxy data (Frank et al. 2010, Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013). While some studies have focused entirely on
the use of tree rings (Esper et al. 2002; D’Arrigo et al. 2006; Frank et al. 2007a; Wilson et al. 2007;
Schneider et al. 2015; Stoffel et al. 2015), most have also included different types of proxy archives and are
thus considered multi-proxy reconstructions (Jones et al. 1998; Mann et al. 1999, 2009; Moberg et al. 2005,
Hegerl et al. 2007, Wahl and Amman 2007; Ljungqvist 2010). The majority of these reconstructions have

generated a single hemispheric wide mean temperature composite, although a few noteworthy spatial field
reconstructions have been produced (Briffa et al. 2002b; Mann et al. 1998, 2009; Ljungqvist et al. 2012;
Tingley and Huybers 2013). Such analyses are crucial not only to place recent warming in a longer term
spatiotemporal context, but also allow, through comparative analysis with global climate models, improved
understanding of the high-to-low frequency forcing mechanisms of long-term and recent climate changes
using formal detection and attribution (Hegerl et al. 2006; Schurer et al. 2014).
Figure 5.7 in the most recent IPCC Working Group 1 report (section 5.3.5; Masson-Delmotte et al.,
2013) synthesises the majority of the published Common Era reconstructions for the Northern Hemisphere
(NH). Focusing on the last millennium, the NH ensemble indicates warm conditions around the end of the
10th century, a cooling trend over the subsequent 500 years, a prolonged cool period from ~1450-1850
(often referred to as the Little Ice Age) and steep warming from the middle of the 19th century to present.
Although the basic centennial “shape” of these NH reconstructions is in general agreement, there are
notable differences in the timing and amplitude of some cold and warm periods (e.g. Esper et al. 2004).
This uncertainty hampers detection and attribution studies and makes it difficult to constrain modelled
scenarios of future temperature change (Edwards et al. 2007).
We hypothesise that these differences partly reflect the use of multi-proxy data in the current
ensemble of NH reconstructions and the quality of many constituent proxy series. Although the multi-proxy
approach may appear ideal - incorporating and subsuming the independent advantages and disadvantages
of the various proxy types - in practice the biases inherent to each proxy archive potentially compound the
uncertainty in the final large-scale composites, which are further exacerbated by the influence of the
varying statistical methods used to combine the proxy records (Smerdon et al. 2011). For example, many of
the proxies utilized in Common Era reconstructions actually reflect varying seasonal signals (e.g. summer vs.
annual) and some do not even represent local temperature well (Mann et al. 1998, 2009). Combining such
heterogeneous data may produce a network possessing a reasonable correlation with an annual
instrumental target, but that also contains spatio-temporal proxy biases that add to the uncertainty in the
final reconstruction. Furthermore, non-annual proxies, lacking precise annual resolution and dating, must
be smoothed to decade or longer time-scales reducing (1) the ability of these data to accurately record
short-term climatic response to large volcanic events, and (2) the degrees of freedom – which places
limitations on the ability to perform robust calibration and validation analyses to assess reconstruction
fidelity, stability and skill.
In this paper (and its part II companion, Anchukaitis et al. in prep), we focus entirely on
temperature-sensitive tree-ring (TR) records to both reduce and better characterize many of the
uncertainties detailed above. Tree-ring archives are annually resolved (facilitating robust validation),
precisely dated (Stokes and Smiley 1968) and the interpretation of their measurements is supported by a
wealth of ecological and biological process-based knowledge of how climate variability influences ring
formation (Fritts 1976, Korner 2003, Vaganov et al. 2006; Deslauriers et al. 2007, Vaganov et al. 2011, Rossi
et al. 2012, Rossi et al. 2013, Rossi et al. 2014, Palacio et al. 2014). Temperature-sensitive TR archives are
derived from many high elevation/latitude environments where growth is predominantly limited by
summer temperatures, permitting the development of a well replicated, annually resolved network of
summer temperature proxies for the mid/high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere (Briffa et al. 2001).
Furthermore, as the summer season is most sensitive to short term volcanically forced cooling, a tree-ring
only reconstruction increases the potential for more robust assessment of volcanic forcing in attribution
studies in comparison to large-scale mixed season multi-proxy composites (Schneider et al. 2015; Stoffel et
al. 2015).

Herein, we introduce a new and substantially updated network of temperature-sensitive tree-ring
records for the mid-to-high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. These data are used to reconstruct both
a single mean hemispheric series (Part I) as well as explicit spatial temperature fields (Part II, Anchukaitis et
al. in prep) for the last millennium. Careful comparison is made between the new reconstruction and two
previous TR based NH index reconstructions; D’Arrigo et al. (2006 – hereafter DWJ06 – a predominantly
ring-width (RW) based composite) and Schneider et al. (2015 – hereafter SCH2015 – a maximum latewood
density (MXD) based composite) to explore the strengths and limitations of RW and MXD. This work is the
product of a tree-ring community consortium called N-TREND (Northern Hemisphere Tree-Ring Network
Development). The aim of N-TREND is to bring together dendroclimatologists to identify a collective
strategy for improving large-scale summer temperature reconstructions from new and existing tree-ring
archives. These two papers, the first product of the N-TREND consortium, aim to not only improve our
knowledge of Northern Hemisphere temperature changes, but to also emphasise the strengths and
limitations of TR archives and guide future dendroclimatic research.

Tree-Ring Data
Many thousands of tree-ring site chronologies are archived within the International Tree-Ring Data
Bank but the majority are either relatively short (< 200-years in length), have not been updated to the
recent post-2000 period and/or do not reflect summer temperatures (St. George 2014; St George and Ault
2014). For N-TREND, rather than statistically screening all extant TR chronologies for a significant local
temperature signal, we utilise mostly published TR temperature reconstructions (or chronologies used in
published reconstructions) that start prior to 1750. This strategy explicitly incorporates the expert
judgment the original authors used to derive the most robust reconstruction possible from the available
data at that particular location. The data-set used herein is defined as version number N-TREND2015,
recognizing the fact that as new local/regional tree-ring temperature reconstructions are developed, the NTREND database will expand and be further refined. N-TREND2015 includes 54 TR records located between
40oN and 75oN (Table 1 and Figure 1). TR data south of 40oN are not included as trees tend to exhibit an
increasingly complex sensitivity to multiple climate influences including precipitation (Fritts 1976, St.
George 2014, St George and Ault 2014) which will bias the temporal and spectral properties of a
reconstruction (Osborn and Briffa 2000; Franke et al. 2013). The N-TREND data-set includes single site,
regional and large-scale gridded reconstructions. Specific information on each TR series is detailed in
Appendix Table A1.
Most of the TR records have been processed using Regional Curve Standardisation (RCS - Briffa et
al., 1996; Esper et al., 2003 – Table 1) which improves the likelihood of retaining secular trends beyond the
mean sample length of the chronologies (Cook et al. 1995). Eighteen records are based entirely on
maximum latewood density (MXD), and 11 utilise only ring-width (RW) measurements. A further 25 records
are defined as “mixed” and represent a heterogeneous group of local/regional/gridpoint reconstructions
that have incorporated combinations of RW, MXD and Blue Intensity (BI - defined in Appendix Table A1 –
McCarroll et al. 2002; Campbell et al. 2011; Björklund et al. 2014; Rydval et al. 2014) ring parameters
aggregated using a variety of multivariate methodologies (Appendix Table A1). Post-1950 r2 values of the
individual records regressed on their local gridded (CRUTS3.2 - Harris et al. 2014), empirically derived,
optimal temperature season (Table 1) range from 0.12 to 0.71 (Figure 1). Of particular note are the overall
weaker results observed for those sites derived using only RW data. When MXD (or BI) is used,
local/regional correlations are almost always superior. The common period for all 54 records is 1710-1988;
38 records extend back to 1500 while 23 records extend back to at least 1000. Substantially more TR

records are available for Eurasia (39) compared to North America (15) with a distinct imbalance of data at
1000 (20 vs. 3 – Figure 2a).

Reconstruction Methodology
A similar iterative nesting method (Meko 1997; Cook et al. 2002), as utilised in D’Arrigo et al (2006)
and Wilson et al. (2007), was used to develop the N-TREND2015 NH temperature reconstruction. This
approach involves first normalising the TR data over a common period (1750-1950), averaging the series to
derive a mean series and iteratively removing the shorter series to allow the extension of the
reconstruction back (as well as forward) in time. Each nest is then scaled to have the same mean and
variance as the most replicated nest (hereafter referred to as NEST 1) and the relevant time-series sections
of each nest spliced together to derive the full-length reconstruction. For each nest, separate average time
series were first generated for 4 longitude quadrats (Figure 1). These continental scale time series were
then averaged (after again normalising to 1750-1950) to produce the final large-scale hemispheric mean to
ensure it is not biased to data rich regions in any one continent. 37 backward nests and 17 forward nests
were calculated to produce the full reconstruction length from 750 – 2011. Other methodological options
(i.e. different spatial weighting procedures and total least squares regression) were also tested to assess
the sensitivity of the final NH series to varying compositing and reconstruction approaches (see Appendix
C).
Full period calibration was performed over the 1880-1988 period targeting the latitudinal band 4075 N. We utilised herein the land-only CRUTEM4 data-set (Jones et al. 2012) although similar coherence
results are obtained using different gridded temperature products (Appendix Figure B1a). Calibration
experiments using NEST 1 identified mean May-August (MJJA) temperatures as the optimal large-scale
instrumental target. Separate calibration and validation analyses were performed on each nested mean
series allowing assessment of temporal changes in reconstruction quality. For independent validation of the
TR based temperature estimates, calibration/validation was performed using a traditional split period
(1880-1934 and 1935-1988) approach as well as calibrating on the combined 1880-1915/1953-1988 periods
and verifying over 1916-1952. As large-scale NH instrumental temperatures show a steep increasing trend
since the 19th century, the reduced variance of the simple regression based estimates make it difficult to
predict the steep trend outside a short calibration period, particularly when calibration r2 values are
modest. The latter calibration/validation approach allows a theoretical interpolation based assessment of
the temperature estimates rather than the extrapolations of the simple early/late split period approach.
o

Evaluation of the reconstruction was performed using the square of the Pearson's correlation
coefficient (r2), the Reduction of Error (RE) statistic, and the Coefficient of Efficiency (CE) statistic (Cook and
Kairiukstis 1990; Cook et al. 1994). To test the robustness of the decadal to long-term signal in the
reconstructed nested series, the regression model residuals (from the full period calibration) were assessed
for linear trends, and autocorrelation using the Durbin-Watson statistic (see Wilson et al. 2006). A poor
composite proxy fit at decadal time-scales will result in significant residual autocorrelation, while biases in
centennial scale trend estimates would result in residual linear trends. The root mean square error (RMSE)
was used to estimate reconstruction uncertainty. To derive the final reconstruction, NEST 1 was scaled to
the instrumental data over the 1880-1988 period and the RMSE values calculated using the residual
differences between the actual values and scaled estimates (referred to as RMSEscl). All other nested series
were scaled to NEST 1 over the 1710-1988 period, and the RMSEscl value, calculated for each nest, provides
an estimate of the change in calibration based uncertainty through time.

Although many of the individual reconstructions (Table 1) have published uncertainty estimates,
some do not. Even for those that have presented reconstruction uncertainty, they are mostly related to
calibration uncertainty, and conventionally, few tree-ring temperature reconstructions have attempted to
quantify uncertainty related to both detrending choices and decreasing sample size back in time as the
numbers of trees decrease (Esper et al. 2007; Matskovsky and Helama 2014; Wilson et al. 2014). This is
problematic as the actual uncertainty of such large-scale reconstructions will be greater than that simply
estimated from the nested mean composite calibration based RMSEscl values. This extra uncertainty will
increase back in time but there is no single way to quantify it, particularly without fundamental knowledge
of the raw data used for individual tree-ring chronologies. To produce a conservative estimate of this
additional error that we acknowledge may exist in our data, a theoretical worst case scenario is proposed
wherein an individual input reconstruction is degraded until it has zero correlation with its local gridded
data. The maximal amount of error arising in this scenario is modelled by fitting a horizontal straight-line to
the instrumental data and calculating the grid specific RMSE. The grand mean RMSE for all 54 grid locations
comes to 1.00 oC (±0.23 standard deviations). This value was used to derive an additional uncertainty
estimate (referred to as RMSEadd) that is added to the RMSEscl values but is scaled by dividing the RMSEadd
by the square root of N (number of records) as input series replication changes through time (see Appendix
Figure B2).
To compute the error for the smoothed reconstruction, we follow a method first outlined by Briffa
et al. (2002a - modified by Gouirand et al. 2008) and applied by Divine et al. (2011), but modified for use
with RMSE rather than the standard error of the regression estimate:

where RMSEtot = RMSEscl and RMSEadd (see Appendix Figure B2), n is the window length in years of the
smoothing function (a 20-year cubic smoothing spline (Cook and Peters 1981)) and r2 is the explained
variance for each smoothed nest calibration.

Results and Discussion
Calibration and Validation of the N-TREND2015 reconstruction
The N-TREND2015 reconstruction and associated quality metrics are shown in Figure 2 (B-E –
calibration/validation results detailed in Appendix Table B1). NEST 1, representing the period 1710-1988,
with an unfiltered calibration r2 of 0.41, does not explain the greatest amount of instrumental variance in
the full record. NEST 11 (relevant for the period 1510-1520) explains the most temperature variance at
47%. This appears to occur because more recent nests contain shorter and noisier TR records that, at the
hemisphere scale considered here, are somewhat detrimental to the overall skill of the reconstruction.
However, as the N-TREND2015 network is also used for spatial field reconstruction (see Part II, Anchukaitis
et al. in prep), removing the weaker shorter series would be deleterious for those locations where only
short records exist. Overall, unfiltered calibration r2 values are > 0.40 from 1200 – 1988 with values
dropping below 0.30 before 918 and after 2004 (Figure 2F). These are better than those obtained either by
DWJ06 (RCS version) which produced unfiltered r2 values > 0.30 from 1556 – 1978 and were never > 0.40 or
by SCH2015, which also never exceeded 0.40 and demonstrated calibration r2 values > 0.30 only from 1363
– 1976. When the data are smoothed with a 20-year cubic smoothing spline, N-TREND2015 calibration r2
values substantially increase, as expected, and are > 0.80 from 910 – 1989, only dropping below 0.70

before 760 and after 2010 (Figure 2F). DWJ06 and SCH2015 explained > 0.70 of the smoothed temperature
variance between 1340 and 1995 and 881 and 1976, respectively. Neither record attains r2 values above
0.80 when the data are smoothed. Spectral coherency analysis (Appendix Figure B1b) clearly shows the
stronger coherence at decadal and longer time-scales, but also highlights the improved high-mid frequency
coherence in the N-TREND2015 data compared to DWJ06. SCH2015 explains a similar amount of midfrequency variance but shows dampened coherence at longer time-scales.
No significant autocorrelation is noted in the N-TREND2015 regression model residuals for any nest
except after 2006 where the proxy network is quite sparse and the calibration is already weak (unfiltered r2
≤ 0.20). No residual linear trends are found for any nest spanning the period 760 – 2010 (Figure 2G). With
the relatively strong smoothed r2 values (Figure 2F) and generally robust residuals for most nests, the
decadal and longer scale fidelity in the N-TREND2015 reconstruction is a significant improvement over
previous studies back to the 10th century. However, prior to 1880, there is a distinct divergence (Figure
2D+E) between the instrumental data (warmer) and N-TREND2015 reconstruction (cooler) potentially
reflecting the previously discussed “warm bias” in early instrumental summer temperature series (Parker
1994; Frank et al. 2007b; Böhm et al. 2010). Also, there is a hint of under-prediction of temperature
estimates in the recent two decades which is likely mainly related to the decreasing number of TR records
through this period (Figure 2A).
Validation metrics are presented in Figures 2H-J (individual period validation results detailed in
Appendix Table B1). Results are rather variable depending on the validation period used. Validation r2
values are greater than zero for all nests, but are strongest for the late 1935-1988 period and weakest for
the mid 1916-1952 period. Maximum r2 values are attained from about the 12th century to the recent
period. While RE values are positive for all nests, CE values are positive only since the late 14th century. CE
values first go below zero before 1373 using the 1935-1988 validation period when the Quebec MXD
(QUEx) series drops out from the nesting process. CE is a particularly stringent validation metric and care is
needed when using this metric alone to assess reconstruction quality (Cook et al. 1994). One further driver
of the poor CE values is related to the reconstruction’s warmer values centred around 1950 versus the
CRUTEM instrumental data showing peak mid-20th century warming in the 1940s (Figure 2E). This slight
misfit appears to be related to both the spatial representativeness of the TR network and the fact that
mean MJJA temperature is not the optimal season for some TR records (Table 1). Appendix Figure B3
compares an instrumental based reconstruction, which utilises the 0.5 latitude x 0.5 longitude CRUTS3.20
(Harris et al. 2014) gridded optimal calibrated seasonal instrumental series at the locations of the 54 TR
series against the MJJA CRUTEM4 (40-75oN – Jones et al. 2012) hemisphere series. The instrumental based
composite explains 78% of the CRUTEM4 variance (95% when smoothed), but places the mid-20th century
warming peak in the 1950s and under-predicts the recent period similar to that observed for the NTREND2015 reconstruction (Figure 2E). These observations suggest that despite the increased number of
TR proxy records, substantially more than 54 instrumental records are needed to attain a complete
representation of the large-scale decadal to high frequency climate signals (see also discussion in Diaz 1996,
Jones and Briffa 1996 and Anchukaitis et al. in prep).
Compared to previous millennial length TR NH reconstructions (Esper et al. 2002; D’Arrigo et al.
2006; Frank et al. 2007a; Schneider et al. 2015) the N-TREND2015 reconstruction shows almost no late 20th
century divergence (D’Arrigo et al. 2008 – see also discussion in Wilson et al. 2007) from the instrumental
data (Figure 2D+E) and is statistically more robust for a longer period of time. In this respect, N-TREND2015
therefore represents a substantial update of these earlier studies. Fidelity weakens, as expected, when
replication is low, especially over North America. Balancing calibration/validation metrics and site
replication (Figure 1), we therefore define the period 918-2004, represented by at least 3 TR records for

each major continental mass, as a compromise period for “robust” comparison with other records although
the comparative analyses below use mostly the full period.

Comparison to other NH reconstructions
N-TREND2015 shows a modest increase in temperatures from 750 to ~850 followed by a prolonged
warm period until the end of the 11th century, a brief cooler 50-year period and then a short period of peak
medieval warmth in the 1160s (Figure 3). 1161-1170 is the 3rd warmest decade in the reconstruction
followed by 1946-1955 (2nd) and 1994-2003 (1st – see Table 2). It should be noted that these three decades
cannot be statistically distinguished when uncertainty estimates are taken into account. Following 2003,
1168 is the 2nd warmest year, although caution is advised regarding the inter-annual fidelity of the
reconstruction (Appendix Figure B1B). The period 1200-1800 is characterised by substantial multi-decadal
variability with a range of about 1o Celsius between warm peaks and cold troughs. The two coldest decades,
1812-1821 and 1832-1841 (Table 2), are followed by a near continuous warming to present.
Figure 3 compares N-TREND2015 with DWJ06 (D’Arrigo et al. 2006) and SCH2015 (Schneider et al.
2015). Prior to 2015, DWJ06, using 19 predominantly RW records, was the most comprehensive TR specific
millennial length NH reconstruction. SCH2015 is a new NH summer temperature reconstruction based on
16 MXD records. N-TREND2015 is not independent from these two studies. 3 records (ICE, TAY and YAK)
were used from DWJ06 and 5 from SCH2015 (QUEx, TYR, POLx, MAN, and ALT). N-TREND2015 also shares
common data with SCH2015 for some sites (e.g. ICE, EFmean, ALPS), but has used the original published
versions rather than the SCH2015 processed versions. DWJ06 and SCH2015 can be seen as two end
members representing quite different TR parameters - both reflecting predominantly summer
temperatures but each expressing different spectral properties and potential biases. RW generally
demonstrates strong biological persistence and higher autocorrelation (Helama et al. 2009b; Esper et al.
2015) while MXD has lower temporal autocorrelation. Although MXD has been shown to capture secular
scale summer temperature trends (Luckman and Wilson 2005; Esper et al. 2012) it may also be influenced
by light availability (Stine and Huybers 2014). Figure 1 clearly shows the superiority of MXD (and BI) based
TR measurements for modelling inter-annual local scale summer temperatures. However, there is still
uncertainty as to the potential spectral biases of using these different TR parameters to capture interannual, decadal and longer-scale climate.
DWJ06 shows similar warm and cool periods to N-TREND2015, particularly after 1400. D’Arrigo et
al. (2006) advised caution when using the pre-1400 period of the reconstruction due to the low number of
TR records (10 in 1300; 6 in 1000). N-TREND2015 should therefore represent a considerable improvement
in this period due to the greater number of records used (32 in 1300; 23 in 1000). In fact, the N-TREND2015
reconstruction is substantially different before 1400 with it showing a more prolonged warming from the
9th to 12th centuries compared to the short-term warmth from 950-1100 in DWJ06. SCH2015 displays more
modest warmth during the 850-1050 period with a peak at the end of 9th century and overall muted multidecadal variability until 1300. From 1300-1570, SCH2015 shows warmer conditions than N-TREND2015
although overall, multi-decadal trends are similar. The decadal cooling of the 1450s is however more
pronounced in N-TREND2015 than DWJ06 and SCH2015. The three records are quite similar after 1600 with
similar short term cool periods coinciding with known volcanic events. Only N-TREND2015 expresses the
post mid-20th century warming trend. N-TREND2015 correlates (918-1999 – unfiltered (filtered)) marginally
stronger with DWJ06 (r = 0.65 (0.73)) than with SCH2015 (r = 0.61(0.61)), but for running shorter 50-year
periods, N-TREND2015 and SCH2015 are clearly more coherent (Figure 3 – lower panel). These correlations
highlight the greater coincidence in multi-decadal and longer term signals between N-TREND2015 and

DWJ06, and the greater high-frequency coherence with SCH2015 – the latter’s inter-annual variability
driven by the stronger high-frequency signal within the MXD data used.
Figure 4 compares the aforementioned TR composites (plus Frank et al. 2007a – FRK07) with
recently published multi-proxy (MP) Northern Hemisphere temperature reconstructions (Amman and Wahl
2007; Hegerl et al. 2007; Ljungqvist 2010; Mann et al. 2008) and their mean. Overall, N-TREND2015
correlates strongest (r = 0.76) with the MP mean series although only marginally better than DWJ06 (r =
0.72) and substantially better than SCH2015 (r = 0.49) and FRK07 (r = 0.48). N-TREND2015 and the MP
composite show common warm conditions from the mid-9th to the end of the 11th centuries although the
MP series suggests a warmer medieval period until the mid-12th century. When divided into four
longitudinal quadrants (Figure 1), this protracted period of medieval warming appears to be spatially
focused over eastern North America (although in that quadrant the medieval period is expressed by only a
single record from Quebec – Table 1) and Western Eurasia and extends to the end of the 12th century
(Appendix C2) suggesting a common dynamical link with North Atlantic variability, the thermohaline
circulation/meridional overturning circulation and purported prolonged positive North Atlantic Oscillation
anomalies through this period (Trouet et al. 2009; Helama et al. 2009a; Cunningham et al. 2013). Although
a persistently positive NAO during the medieval period has recently been challenged by Ortega et al.
(2015), the sharp rise in temperatures around 1150, which remains largely positive for around three
centuries in eastern North America and western Eurasia coincides with the timing of an inferred positive
phase of the NAO during winter (Trouet et al. 2009). Focusing on summer, Loader et al. (2013) suggested
that the period 900-1200 was dominated by a northerly shift of the NH storm tracks, yielding warm
summers in the high latitudes of NW Europe. This warming is also reflected in an extended period of warm
sea surface temperatures in the North Atlantic (Cunningham et al. 2013), associated with a positive phase
of the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) during the medieval period, as suggested by Oglesby et al.
(2012), leading to a decrease in the mid-latitude – Arctic temperature gradient.
From ~1100 to ~1700, N-TREND shows a prolonged period of multi-decadal variability embedded
within a general cooling trend. Common cool conditions are observed in all the proxy records until the mid19th century after which temperatures rise until present. As noted above, SCH2015 expresses muted
medieval warmth, shows warmer conditions during the late 14th and early 15th centuries, and does not
capture recent warming well. FRK07 has a shorter period of warmth during the medieval period (similar to
DWJ06), but is substantially cooler in the 13th century.
Overall, comparing the TR and MP reconstructions provides a broadly coherent picture of warm
conditions around the end of the 10th century, a cooling trend for about 500 years, a prolonged cool period
from ca. 1450-1850 and steep warming until present. However, there are subtle differences between the
reconstructions that likely reflect (1) reconstruction composition (i.e. older studies used less data; including
non-annual proxy archives with associated dating uncertainties), (2) varying spectral properties of different
proxy types (including tree-ring RW and MXD in comparison with MP networks) and (3) the different
reconstruction’s seasonal target (summer vs. annual). The issue of seasonality is particularly important for
understanding the stochastic nature of climate. The current debate over the so-called “temperature hiatus”
(Meehl et al. 2011; Cohen et al. 2012; Kosaka and Xie 2013; Trenberth and Fasullo 2013; England et al.
2014; Karl et al. 2015) exemplifies the consequence of mixing proxy records with varying seasonal
sensitivities. The “hiatus” is observed in large scale winter temperatures and no slowdown is noted in NH
summer temperatures (Cohen et al. 2012). Differences in timing and duration of warm and cold periods
between TR and MP reconstructions could well be related to the same issue – highlighting the need for the
palaeoclimate community to carefully evaluate the seasonal signal embedded in their proxies.

Proxy/model Comparison – long term context
A palaeoclimate aspiration is that independently derived reconstructions and models of past
climate should express similar trends (where externally forced) and variance structure through time.
Agreement in hindcast modelling ability will provide some confidence in scenario forecasts of the future. In
comparison to the challenging regional model-data assessments (Zorita et al. 2010, Deser et al. 2012),
hemispheric scale comparison is generally more straightforward: heterogeneous local/regional internallygenerated variability is often dampened through averaging, allowing the influence of external forcing
factors such as volcanic events and anthropogenic emissions to be addressed (Fernández-Donado et al.
2013, but see Anchukaitis et al. 2012). The strong coherence between the North American and Eurasian TR
composites (Appendix Figure C3) indicates the dominance of large scale forcing on such proxy records.
Figure 5 compares the TR NH reconstructions with 10 CMIP5 coupled ocean-atmosphere global
climate models (See Appendix Table A2 for information) for land only MJJA temperatures over the same 4075oN spatial domain. The 20-year low-pass smoothed time-series are shown as anomalies with respect to
1400-1850. Overall, N-TREND2015 sits well within the range of the model ensemble back to ~1200 (Figure
5A). Very good agreement is observed from ~1500 to the early 19th century, although this partially reflects
the common reference period for anomaly calculations. Prior to ~1500, decadal variance of the
reconstruction is generally greater than the models with the 1430s and 1160s temperature estimates well
above the model range. Warming from the 19th to 20th century is in general good agreement with most
models although N-TREND2015 appears to show more prolonged cooler temperatures in the 19th century
before the start of warming.
In two important periods of climate transition, the cooling from the medieval period (900-1250) to
Little Ice Age (LIA - 1450-1850), and the post LIA warming to present, the TR reconstructions and model
estimations differ. During the medieval to LIA transition (Figure 5C), the amplitude of temperature change
from warm to cool, as expressed by N-TREND2015, is greater than most models and other TR
reconstructions. The only model that agrees with this reconstruction is CCSM4. Most model results produce
a cooler medieval period relative to the 1450-1850 mean, more in-line with DWJ06 and SCH2015. However,
for the LIA to 20th century transition (Figure 5D) N-TREND2015 agrees well with the models - except with
CCSM4 and HADCM3 - which is likely due to differences in these models’ response to anthropogenic
aerosols (see Meehl et al. 2012 and Schurer et al. 2014). Overall, N-TREND2015, DWJ06 and SCH2015 share
reasonable multi-decadal coherence (r = 0.58, 0.44 and 0.64, respectively) with the multi-model mean from
1251-1850 CE (inset table in Figure 5B) but correlations are substantially weaker for 850-1250 CE.
Comparing the spectral properties (Figure 5E) of the three TR reconstructions to the 10 CMIP5
models allows a general assessment of potential frequency biases. SCH2015 (using only MXD data) contains
more high frequency variance compared to DWJ06 (using mostly RW data) with N-TREND2015 sitting in the
middle. Both N-TREND2015 and SCH2015 sit within the spectral power range of the models at these high
frequencies despite the fact that they show only modest coherence at high frequencies with NH
instrumental temperatures (Appendix Figure B2). Only by the addition of more long MXD datasets from key
areas currently lacking such high resolution archives (e.g. much of North America, eastern Eurasia) could
the large-scale high frequency coherence be improved. At mid and lower frequencies, the spectral density
of all three TR reconstructions sits within the model range.
Most attribution studies, and many proxy/model comparative studies (Hegerl et al. 2007; Mann et
al. 2012), have focused on the post 1400 period, when relatively ample and well dated proxy data are
available. Prior to that period there is a distinct mismatch between the proxies and models during the
medieval period (Fernández-Donado et al. 2013; Schurer et al. 2014). Although the response to forcing is

detectable in some reconstructions, there is a tendency for less prominent forcing at this time which makes
detection more difficult (Schurer et al., 2013). Since N-TREND2015 contains more data during the medieval
period than all previous TR reconstructions, it should provide more robust estimates of medieval summer
season temperature. The relatively simple comparison shown in Figure 5 suggests medieval NH
temperatures were likely warmer than those simulated by the CMIP5 models, although a detailed
evaluation of this observation is beyond the scope of the current work. In a recent appraisal of proxy and
CMIP5 model output over the Last Glacial Maximum, mid-Holocene, and the recent period, a substantial
disagreement between palaeoclimate and modelled estimates was reported, although the models were
marginally better at representing modern late Holocene climate (Harrison et al. 2015). However, underlying
this comparison is the quality of the proxy data used and although N-TREND2015 represents an
improvement on previous studies, more data from key regions such as North America and eastern Eurasia
are needed.

Proxy/model Comparison – volcanic forcing
Coherency analysis (Appendix Figure B1) shows that large-scale TR composite reconstructions are
generally poor at representing mean hemisphere-scale inter-annual variability, mainly because of the
relatively small numbers of TR proxy series used for the hemispheric composites (see discussion in Diaz
1996 and Jones and Briffa 1996) and the biological memory effects in RW data (Esper et al. 2015). However,
after major volcanic events, short term cooling can be much more spatially homogenous, allowing even
relatively small networks of TR records to potentially capture the amplitude of cooling after such events
(Hegerl et al. 2003; Schneider et al. 2015; Stoffel et al. 2015, but see Anchukaitis et al. 2012). Though it has
long been known that TR records can reflect volcanically forced cool summer conditions (Briffa et al. 1998),
it is less well known that MXD is the superior TR parameter for assessing such short term climate
perturbations (Jones et al. 1995; Frank et al. 2007b; Anchukaitis et al. 2012; D’Arrigo et al. 2013; Esper et al.
2015). We briefly return to this issue by comparing the response of N-TREND2015, DWJ06, SCH2015 and
the CMIP5 models to selected volcanic events. Esper et al. (2013) showed that the choice of candidate
volcanic events can greatly influence the observed estimated amount of cooling experienced on average
over large regions. Herein, we use three different lists of significant volcanic events (Table 3 – combined
information from Gao et al. (2008) and Crowley and Unterman (2013); Esper et al. 2013; Sigl et al. 2013) to
assess the mean response of each TR NH series and CMIP5 model to large volcanic events using superposed
epoch analysis (SEA). It should be noted that the CMIP5 models were forced with either the Gao et al.
(2008) or Crowley and Unterman (2013) volcanic forcing series (Appendix Table A2).
Overall the mean TR proxy response to Esper events (minimal cooling in year T+1) is substantially
muted compared to those of Gao/Crowley and Sigl (Figure 6). A muted response may occur if some event
dates are in error, conversely, an amplified response can occur if event dates are related, in a circular
manner, to tree-ring evidence (Esper et al. 2013). The latter condition may in fact be applicable to some ice
core records (e.g. the Gao/Crowley), which would partly explain the stronger response observed using such
lists. We concede the amplification effect may be limited to just a few events, such as the 1450s
eruption(s), which are not firmly dated by any evidence (Plummer et al. 2012) other than tree-rings (Gao et
al. 2006). This, however, is not the case for Sigl et al. (2013). Using the Gao/Crowley and Sigl lists, NTREND2015 and SCH2015 express a maximum cooling in year T+1 of ~0.4-0.5 oC while DWJ06 does not
reach peak cooling until years T+5 or T+6 and with a more modest cooling of ~0.3 oC. This lagged and muted
response of the RW dominated DWJ06 reconstruction has been detailed elsewhere and is mainly related to
autocorrelated biological memory in RW data (Krakauer and Randerson, 2003; Frank et al., 2007b;

Anchukaitis et al. 2012; Esper et al. 2015). As N-TREND2015 includes RW as well as MXD data, there is
potential for this biological persistence bias to influence the record’s ability to express true large-scale
temperature response (and recovery) to volcanic events. The lower panel of Figure 6 compares the mean
response of the three reconstructions to the 10 CMIP5 simulations. For the Gao/Crowley and Sigl events,
the models on average show marginally greater cooling (~0.6-0.7 oC) in year T+1 than N-TREND2015 and
SCH2015, but similar amounts of cooling for the Esper (~0.2 oC) events. Most importantly, the rate of
recovery after volcanic cooling is slower for N-TREND2015 than SCH2015, with the latter record agreeing
well with the models.
Dividing the N-TREND2015 data-set into its three TR parameter types RW, MXD and MIX (Figure 7)
and producing a parameter specific hemispheric mean composite from each, highlights the behaviours
mentioned above, although the MIX data displays a slower recovery than RW when using the Gao/Crowley
and Sigl event lists. Overall, the response of each parameter composite appears specific to different
eruptions (Table 3, Figure 7). In 1258 (1257, Samalas eruption – Table 3), the MXD response is immediate,
RW data is strongest in year T+1 and in the MIX composite at year T+2. The Kuwae eruptions of 1452 (not
identified as a significant eruption event – Table 3) and 1458 are clearly captured by MXD data in 1453, and
although cooling starts in 1453, peak cold conditions in the MIX series does not occur until 1459. All three
parameter types start decreasing after the unknown 1809 event, but only MXD and MIX contain a defined
cool peak in 1816. In 1883 (Krakatau), MXD and MIX respond similarly, with cold conditions in 1884, while
in 1912 (Katmai), the response is immediate in MXD and RW, but lagged by 1 year in MIX. By just looking at
the response to individual volcanic eruptions, it is difficult to ascertain whether there are true lagged biases
in the MIX composite compared to MXD. A more detailed analysis is needed to examine the spatiotemporal
response of the individual TR parameters, which is beyond the scope of this paper but is partly addressed in
Anchukaitis et al. (in prep).
In a recently published new TR reconstruction of NH JJA mean temperatures, Stoffel et al. (2015)
utilised 30 regional records (using both RW and MXD) to assess large-scale volcanic response expressed in
their composite record by comparison to a modified version of the IPSL-CM5A-LR model (Schmidt et al.
2012). Their model version simulated less cooling and they stated that with respect to volcanic forcing their
work had reconciled previously reported dissimilarities between climate simulations and TR based
reconstructions. Although the “missing ring” hypothesis (Mann et al. 2012) is now thoroughly rejected
(Anchukaitis et al. 2012; D’Arrigo et al. 2013; Esper et al. 2015), Stoffel et al. (2015) and the results detailed
herein, indicate that there are still substantial uncertainties that need to be addressed before we fully
understand the temporal and spatial dynamical response of the climate system to volcanic forcing as well
as the response of specific TR parameters to volcanically forced cool summers.

Conclusion
Over the last 20 years, palaeoclimatology has augmented and improved the available proxy data
that can be used to produce large-scale, high resolution, reconstructions of the Earth's climate for the late
Holocene. This improvement is clearly shown in synthesis figures of NH temperatures in the IPCC reports,
which have moved from a single qualitative representation (FAR – Houghton et al. 1990), to a quantitative
ensemble (AR4/5 – Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013 - see discussion in Frank et al. 2010). It is quite
understandable that when few data existed, there was no real option but to amalgamate all possible
records together, ignoring the local/regional seasonal signal they represented, or their quality and
individual biases. However, substantial investment and progress has been made over the past decade and
many high quality records now exist from different proxy archives for multiple locations around the NH

(Jones et al. 2009; PAGES2 Consortium 2013). This data richness now allows the palaeoclimate community
to focus more specifically on the unique properties of different proxy archives allowing selection for
optimising seasonal and temporal fidelity.
This paper (and its part II companion, Anchukaitis et al. in prep), represents a tree-ring community
initiative to improve the Northern Hemisphere-scale proxy network (temporally and spatially), and
reconstruct NH summer temperatures back to the 8th century AD. Following recommendations detailed in
Wilson et al. (2007), we have focused on using published tree-ring reconstructions which reflect a
statistically and biologically reasonable amount of local/regional summer temperature variance, and have
utilised a substantially increased data-base of records compared to previous studies (D’Arrigo et al. 2006;
Frank et al. 2007a; Wilson et al. 2007; Schneider et al. 2015; Stoffel et al. 2015). Consequently, the
increased replication in the N-TREND2015 reconstruction alone represents a substantial improvement over
previous TR NH millennial reconstructions and the final record appears reasonably insensitive to the
statistical methods used (Appendix Figure C1). The N-TREND2015 reconstruction expresses reasonable
fidelity, at all time-scales, from 918-2004 (Figure 2) and reasonably captures late 20th century warming.
Nevertheless, N-TREND2015 is far from perfect!
How well should a TR reconstruction calibrate locally before it can be considered for inclusion in
such a large-scale data-set? Wilson et al. (2007) specifically used a minimum correlation of 0.4 (only 16%
explained variance) against local gridded temperature data, but this value is still rather low, and for realistic
reconstructions of local, regional, and hemisphere-scale temperatures, greater fidelity should be required,
especially when the number of input series is modest. Of the records used herein, local scale calibration r2
values range from ~10-70% explained variance (Figure 1) with all RW based records explaining less than
40% variance. Considering as well, the well-known lagged high frequency biases of RW data due to
biological persistence (Krakauer and Randerson, 2003; Frank et al., 2007b; Anchukaitis et al. 2012; Esper et
al. 2015), it could be argued that RW derived reconstructions should not be deemed robust estimates of
local temperatures without the inclusion of (or replacement with) MXD or BI data. This is a rather
contentious statement but it is more defensible if the study focus is on addressing past climate response to
volcanic forcing. At the very least, whether RW is used alone or in combination with MXD/BI data, local
calibration needs to express “reasonable” fidelity and multiple statistical metrics exist to assess
reconstruction quality (e.g. r2, RE, CE and residual analysis – Cook et al. 1994; Wilson et al. 2006; MaciasFauria et al. 2012). As a minimum, local climate calibration for any single TR parameter or combination of
multiple TR parameters must be statistically significant with no significant long-term trends within the
calibration residuals. Any TR record expressing local based divergence (D’Arrigo et al. 2008) should not be
considered in a large composite database unless the cause of the divergence can be truly identified as
unique to the recent period (Wilson et al. 2007). This situation can potentially be further confused if the
quality and/or homogeneity of the instrumental data cannot be assumed to be consistent back in time
(Parker 1994; Frank et al. 2007b). Correlations between some TR records and pre-1950 gridded data
weaken considerably, especially for locations in central Asia (Table 1 and Cook et al. 2012), which make
defining an acceptable calibration threshold difficult.
Although the number of TR records used in N-TREND2015 represents a substantial increase over
previous TR NH composites (D’Arrigo et al. 2006; Frank et al. 2007a; Wilson et al. 2007; Schneider et al.
2015; Stoffel et al. 2015), there are still vast regions of the NH that are poorly represented (see Figure 1 and
discussion in Anchukaitis et al. (in prep)). Only 3 millennial length temperature-sensitive TR series exist for
North America and only one of those incorporates MXD. Very few long TR records have been developed for
eastern Eurasia and no millennial length MXD series exist between 90oE and 170oE. Where forests grow in
non-temperature limiting environments (e.g. mid latitude eastern North America, Siberian Steppes, low

elevation central Europe), it may never be possible to develop temperature-sensitive chronologies using
traditional TR parameters, but stable isotopes may help in some regions (Young et al. 2012). Nevertheless,
there are substantial swaths of high latitude boreal forest and high altitude environments where treegrowth is predominantly limited by summer temperatures, and a strategically focussed sample collection in
these regions (including sub-fossil material to extend living datasets) is needed.
N-TREND2015 represents the latest iteration of tree-ring based NH reconstructions. It will not be
the last, but we hope that the creation of the N-TREND consortium will facilitate further expansion of the
NH tree-ring network. A strategic plan is needed to update existing records to the present and develop new
long millennial records from regions where little or no data exist. It is also paramount that MXD or BI
records are concurrently developed with RW data to produce locally, as well as regionally, robust
temperature reconstructions. As the network expands, further assessment of the unique properties of RW,
MXD and BI can be performed that should lead towards even further, substantial refinement of large
temporal and spatial scale summer temperature reconstructions.
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Abstract
Large-scale millennial length Northern Hemisphere (NH) temperature reconstructions have been
progressively been improvingimproved over the last 20 years as new data-sets are have been developed.
This paper, and its part II companion (Part II, Anchukaitis et al. this volumein prep), details the latest treering (TR) based NH land air temperature reconstruction from a temporal and spatial perspective. This work
is the first product of a consortium called N-TREND (Northern Hemisphere Tree-Ring Network
Development) which aims to bringbrings together dendroclimatologists to identify a collective strategy for
improving large-scale summer temperature reconstructions. The new reconstruction, N-TREND2015,
utilises 54 records, a significant expansion compared with previous TR studies, and yields an improved
reconstruction with stronger statistical calibration metricsutilises 54 records and is a significant
improvement on previous studies. N-TREND2015 is relatively insensitive to the compositing method and
spatial weighting used and validation metrics indicate that the new record portrays reasonable coherence
with large scale summer temperatures and is robust at all time-scales from 918 to 2004 where at least 3 TR
records exist from each major continental mass. N-TREND2015 indicates a longer and warmer medieval
period (~900 – 1170) than portrayed by previous TR NH reconstructions and by the CMIP5 model ensemble,
but all records are inwith better overall agreement between records for the last 600 years. Future
dendroclimatic projects need toshould focus on developing new long records from data- sparse regions
such as North America and eastern Eurasia as well as ensuringe the measurement of parameters related to
latewood density related parameters to compleiment ring-width records which can improve local based
calibration substantially.
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Introduction
Over the past two decades, substantial effort has been directed towards reconstructing late
Holocene Northern Hemisphere temperature trends and variability from high resolution palaeoclimate
proxy data (Frank et al. 2010, Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013). While some studies have focused entirely on
the use of tree -rings (Esper et al. 2002; D’Arrigo et al. 2006; Frank et al. 2007a; Wilson et al. 2007;
Schneider et al. 2015; Stoffel et al. 2015), most have also included different types of proxy archives and are

thus considered multi-proxy reconstructions (Jones et al. 1998; Mann et al. 1999, 20098; Moberg et al.
2005, Hegerl et al. 2007, Wahl and Amman 2007; Ljungqvist 2010). The majority of these reconstructions
have generated a single hemispheric wide mean temperature composite, although a few noteworthy
spatial field reconstructions have been produced (Briffa et al. 2002b; Mann et al. 1998, 20098; Ljungqvist et
al. 2012; Tingley and Huybers 2013). Such analyses are crucial not only to place recent warming in a longer
term spatiotemporal context, but also allow, through comparative analysis with global climate models, to
improved understanding of the high-to-low frequency forcing mechanisms of long-term and recent climate
changes using formal detection and attribution (Hegerl et al. 2006; Schurer et al. 2014).
Figure 5.7 in the most recent IPCC Working Group 1 report (section 5.3.5; Masson-Delmotte et al.,
2013) synthesises the majority of the published Common Era reconstructions for the Northern Hemisphere
(NH). Focusing on the last millennium, the NH ensemble indicates warm conditions around the end of the
10th century, a cooling trend over the subsequent 500 years, a prolonged cool period from ~1450-1850
(often referred to as the Little Ice Age) and steep warming from the middle of the 19th century to present.
Although the basic centennial “shape” of these NH reconstructions is in general agreement, there are
notable differences in the timing and amplitude of some cold and warm periods (e.g. Esper et al. 2004).
This uncertainty hampers detection and attribution studies and makes it difficult to constrain modelled
scenarios of future temperature change (Edwards et al. 2007).
We hypothesise that these differences partly reflect the use of multi-proxy data in the current
ensemble of NH reconstructions and the quality of many constituent proxy series. Although the multi-proxy
approach is a theoreticalmay appear ideal ideal - incorporating and subsuming the independent advantages
and disadvantages of the various proxy types - in practice the biases inherent to each proxy archive may
also potentially compound the uncertainty in the final large-scale composites, which are further
exacerbated by the influence of the varying statistical methods used to combine the proxy records
(Smerdon et al. 2011). For example, many of the proxies utilized in Common Era reconstructions actually
reflect varying seasonal signals (e.g. summer vs. annual) and some may do not even represent local
temperature well (Mann et al. 1998, 20098). Combining such heterogeneous data may produce a network
possessing a reasonable correlation with an annual instrumental target, but may that also contains spatiotemporal proxy biases that add to the uncertainty in the final reconstruction. Furthermore, non-annual
proxies, lacking precise annual resolution and dating, must be smoothed to decade or longer time-scales
reducing (1) the ability of these data to accurately record short-term climatic response to large volcanic
events, and (2) the degrees of freedom – which places limitations on the ability to perform robust
calibration and validation analyses to assess reconstruction fidelity, stability, and skill.
In this paper (and its part II companion, Anchukaitis et al. this volumein prep), we focus entirely on
temperature- sensitive tree-ring (TR) records to both reduce and better characterize many of the
uncertainties detailed above. Tree-ring archives are annually resolved (facilitating robust validation),
precisely dated (Stokes and Smiley 1968) and the interpretation of their measurements is supported by a
wealth of ecological and biological process-based knowledge of how climate variability influences ring
formation (Fritts 1976, Korner 2003, Vaganov et al. 2006; Deslauriers et al. 2007, Vaganov et al. 2011, Rossi
et al. 2012, Rossi et al. 2013, Rossi et al. 2014, Palacio et al. 2014). Temperature- sensitive tree-ringTR
archives are derived from many high elevation/latitude environments where growth is predominantly
limited by summer temperatures, permitting the development of a well replicated, annually resolved,
network of summer temperature proxies for the mid/high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere (Briffa et
al. 2001). Furthermore, as the summer season is most sensitive to short term volcanically forced cooling, a
tree-ring only reconstruction increases the potential for more robust assessment of volcanic forcing in
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Herein, we introduce a new and substantially updated network of temperature- sensitive tree-ring
records for the mid-to-high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. These data are used to reconstruct both
a single mean hemispheric series (Part I) as well as explicit spatial temperature fields (Part II, Anchukaitis et
al. this volumein prep) for the last millennium. Careful comparison is made between the new reconstruction
and two previous TR based NH index reconstructions; D’Arrigo et al. (2006 – hereafter DWJ06 – a
predominantly ring-width (RW) based composite) and Schneider et al. (2015 – hereafter SCH2015 – an
maximum latewood density (MXD) based composite) to explore both the strengths and limitations of RW
and MXD. This work is the product of a tree-ring community consortium called N-TREND (Northern
Hemisphere Tree-Ring Network Development). The aim of N-TREND is to bring together
dendroclimatologists to identify a collective strategy for improving large-scale summer temperature
reconstructions from new and existing tree-ring archives. These two papers, the first product of the NTREND consortium, aim to not only improve our knowledge of Northern Hemisphere temperature changes,
but to also emphasise the strengths and limitations of TR archives and guide future dendroclimatic
research.

Tree-Ring Data
Many thousands of tree-ring site chronologies are archived within the International Tree-Ring Data
Bank but the majority are either relatively short (< 200-years in length), have not been updated to the
recent post-2000 period and/or do not reflect summer temperatures (St. George 2014; St George and Ault
2014). For N-TREND, rather than statistically screening all extant TR chronologies for a significant local
temperature signal, we utilise mostly published TR temperature reconstructions (or chronologies used in
published reconstructions) that start prior to 1750. This strategy explicitly incorporates the knowledge of
expert judgment the original authors as they derivedused to derive the most robust reconstruction possible
from the available data at that particular location. The data-set used herein is defined as version number NTREND2015, recognizing the fact that as new local/regional tree-ring temperature reconstructions are
developed, the N-TREND database will expand and be further refined. N-TREND2015 includes 54 TR records
located between 40oN and 75oN (Table 1 and Figure 1). TR data south of 40oN are not included as trees tend
to exhibit an increasingly complex sensitivity to multiple climate influences including precipitation growing
at lower latitudes can be sensitive to both temperature and precipitation (Fritts 1976, St. George 2014, St
George and Ault 2014) which will bias the temporal and spectral properties of a reconstruction (Osborn and
Briffa 2000; Franke et al. 2013). The N-TREND data-set includes single site, regional and large-scale gridded
reconstructions. Specific information on each TR series is detailed in Appendix Table A1.
Most of the TR records have been processed using Regional Curve Standardisation (RCS - Briffa et
al., 1996; Esper et al., 2003 – Table 1) which improves the likelihood of retaining secular trends beyond the
mean sample length of the chronologies (Cook et al. 1995). 18 Eighteen records are based entirely on
maximum latewood density (MXD), and 11 utilised only ring-width (RW) measurements. A further 25
records are defined as “mixed” and represent a heterogeneous group of local/regional/gridpoint
reconstructions that have incorporated combinations of RW, MXD and Blue Intensity (BI - defined in
Appendix Table A1 – McCarroll et al. 2002; Campbell et al. 2011; Björklund et al. 2014; Rydval et al. 2014)
ring parameters aggregated using a variety of multivariate methodologies (Appendix Table A1). Post- 1950
r2 values of the individual records regressed on their local gridded (CRUTS3.2 - Harris et al. 2014),
empirically derived, optimal temperature season (Table 1) range from 0.12 to 0.71 (Figure 1). Of particular

note are the overall weaker results observed for those sites derived using only RW data. When MXD (or BI)
is used, local/regional correlations are almost always superior. The common period for all 54 records is
1710-1988; 38 records extend back to 1500 while 23 records extend back to at least 1000. Substantially
more TR records are available for Eurasia (39) compared to North America (15) with a distinct imbalance of
data by at 1000 (20 vs. 3 – Figure 2a).

Reconstruction Methodology
A similar iterative nesting method (Meko 1997; Cook et al. 2002), as utilised in D’Arrigo et al (2006)
and Wilson et al. (2007), was used to develop the N-TREND2015 NH temperature reconstruction. This
approach involves first normalising the TR data over a common period (1750-1950), averaging the series to
derive a mean series and iteratively removing the shorter series to allow the extension of the
reconstruction back (as well as forward) in time. Each nest is then scaled to have the same mean and
variance as the most replicated nest (hereafter referred to as NEST 1) and the relevant time-series sections
of each nest spliced together to derive the full-length reconstruction. For each nest, separate average time
series were first generated for 4 longitude quadrats (Figure 1). These continental scale time series were
then averaged (after again normalising to 1750-1950) to produce the final large-scale hemispheric mean
that wouldis not be biased to data rich regions in any one continent. 37 backward nests and 17 forward
nests were calculated to produce the full reconstruction length from 750 – 2011. Other methodological
options (i.e. different spatial weighting procedures, and total least squares regression) were also tested to
assess the sensitivity of the final NH series to varying compositing and reconstruction approaches (see
Appendix C).
Full period calibration was performed over the 1880-1988 period targeting the latitudinal band 4075 oN. We utilised herein the land-only CRUTEM4 data-set (Jones et al. 2012) although similar coherence
results are obtained using different gridded temperature products (Appendix Figure B1a). Calibration
experiments using NEST 1 identified mean May-August (MJJA) temperatures as the optimal large-scale
instrumental target. Separate calibration and validation analyses were performed on each nested mean
series allowing assessment of temporal changes in reconstruction quality. For independent validation of the
TR based temperature estimates, calibration/validation was performed using a traditional split period
(1880-1934 and 1935-1988) approach as well as calibrating on the combined 1880-1915/1953-1988 periods
and verifying over 1916-1952. As large-scale NH instrumental temperatures show a steep increasing trend
since the 19th century, the reduced variance of the simple regression based estimates make it difficult to
predict the steep trend outside a short calibration period, particularly when calibration r2 values are
modest. The latter calibration/validation approach allows a theoretical interpolation based assessment of
the temperature estimates rather than the extrapolations of the simple early/late split period approach.
Validation Evaluation of the reconstruction was performed using the square of the Pearson's
correlation coefficient (r2), the Reduction of Error (RE) statistic, and the Coefficient of Efficiency (CE)
statistic (Cook and Kairiukstis 1990; Cook et al. 1994). To test the robustness of the decadal to long-term
signal in the reconstructed nested series, the regression model residuals (from the full period calibration)
were assessed for linear trends, and autocorrelation using the Durbin-Watson statistic (see Wilson et al.
2006). A poor composite proxy fit at decadal time-scales will result in significant residual autocorrelation,
while biases in centennial scale trend estimates would result in residual linear trends. The root mean
square error (RMSE) was used to estimate reconstruction uncertainty. To derive the final reconstruction,
NEST 1 was scaled to the instrumental data over the 1880-1988 period and the RMSE values calculated
using the residual differences between the actual values and scaled estimates (referred to as RMSEscl). All

other nested series were scaled to NEST 1 over the 1710-1988 period, and the RMSEscl value, calculated for
each nest, provides an estimate of the change in calibration based uncertainty through time.
Although many of the individual reconstructions (Table 1) have published uncertainty estimates,
some do not. Even for those that have presented reconstruction uncertainty, they are mostly related to
calibration uncertainty, and conventionally, few tree-ring temperature reconstructions have attempted to
quantify uncertainty related to both detrending choices and decreasing sample size back in time as the
numbers of trees decrease (Esper et al. 2007; Matskovsky and Helama 2014; Wilson et al. 2014). This is
problematic as the actual uncertainty of such large-scale reconstructions will be greater than that simply
estimated from the nested mean composite calibration based RMSEscl values. This extra uncertainty will
increase back in time but there is no single way to quantify it, particularly without fundamental knowledge
of the raw data used for individual tree-ring chronologies. To produce a conservative estimate of this
additional error that we acknowledge may exist in our data, a theoretical worst case scenario is proposed
wherein an individual input reconstruction is degraded until it has zero correlation calibrates with its local
gridded data with an r2 of zero. The maximal amount of error arising in this scenario is modelled by fitting a
horizontal straight-line to the instrumental data and calculating the grid specific RMSE. The grand mean
RMSE for all 54 grid locations comes to 1.00 oC (±0.23 standard deviations). This value was used to derive
an additional uncertainty estimate (referred to as RMSEadd) that is added to the RMSEscl values but is scaled
by dividing the RMSEadd by the square root of N (number of records) as input series replication changes
through time (see Appendix Figure B2).
To compute the error for the smoothed reconstruction, we follow a method first outlined by Briffa
et al. (2002a - modified by Gouirand et al. 2008) and applied by Divine et al. (2011), but modified for use
with RMSE rather than the standard error of the regression estimate:

where RMSEtot = RMSEscl and RMSEadd (see Appendix Figure B2), n is the window length in years of the
smoothing function (a 20-year cubic smoothing spline (Cook and Peters 1981)) and r2 is the explained
variance for each smoothed nest calibration.

Results and Discussion
Calibration and Validation of the N-TREND2015 reconstruction
The N-TREND2015 reconstruction and associated quality metrics are shown in Figure 2 (B-E –
calibration/validation results detailed in Appendix Table B1). NEST 1, representing the period 1710-1988,
with an unfiltered calibration r2 of 0.41, does not explain the greatest amount of instrumental variance in
the full record. NEST 11 (relevant for the period 1510-1520) explains the most temperature variance at
47%. This appears to occur because more recent nests contain shorter and noisier TR records that, at the
hemisphere scale considered here, are somewhat detrimental to the overall skill of the reconstruction.
However, as the N-TREND2015 network is also used for spatial field reconstruction (see Part II, Anchukaitis
et al. this volumein prep), removing the weaker shorter series would be deleterious for those locations
where only short records exist. Overall, unfiltered calibration r2 values are > 0.40 from 1200 – 1988 with
values dropping below 0.30 before 918 and after 2004 (Figure 2F). For comparison,These are better than
those obtained either by DWJ06 (RCS version) which produced unfiltered r2 values > 0.30 from 1556 – 1978
and were never > 0.40. or by SCH2015, which also never attained values >exceeded 0.40 but and

demonstrated calibration r2 values > 0.30 only from 1363 – 1976. When the data are smoothed with a 20year cubic smoothing spline, N-TREND2015 calibration r2 values substantially increase, as expected, and are
> 0.80 from 910 – 1989, only dropping below 0.70 before 760 and after 2010 (Figure 2F). DWJ06 and
SCH2015 explained > 0.70 of the smoothed temperature variance between 1340 and 1995 and 881 and
1976, respectively. Both Neither records never attains r2 values above> 0.80 when the data are smoothed.
Spectral coherency analysis (Appendix Figure B1b) clearly shows the stronger coherence at decadal and
longer time-scales, but also highlights the improved high-mid frequency coherence in the N-TREND2015
data compared to DWJ06. SCH2015 explains a similar amount of mid-frequency variance but shows
dampened coherence at longer time-scales.
No significant autocorrelation is noted in the N-TREND2015 regression model residuals for any nest
except after 2006 where the proxy network is quite sparse and the calibration is already weak (unfiltered r2
≤ 0.20). No residual linear trends are found for any nest spanning the period 760 – 2010 (Figure 2G). With
the relatively strong smoothed r2 values (Figure 2F) and generally robust residuals for most nests, the
decadal and longer scale fidelity in the N-TREND2015 reconstruction is a significant improvement over
previous studies back to the 10th century. However, prior to 1880, there is a distinct divergence (Figure
2D+E) between the instrumental data (warmer) and N-TREND2015 reconstruction (cooler) potentially
related toreflecting the well previously discussed “warm bias” in early instrumental summer temperature
series (Parker 1994; Frank et al. 2007b; Böhm et al. 2010). Also, there is a hint of under-prediction of
temperature estimates in the recent two decades which is likely mainly related to the decreasing number
of TR records through this period (Figure 2A).
Validation metrics are presented in Figures 2H-J (individual period validation results detailed in
Appendix Table B1). Results are rather variable depending on the validation period used. Validation r2
values are greater than zero for all nests, but are strongest for the late 1935-1988 period and weakest for
the mid 1916-1952 period. Maximum r2 values are attained from about the 12th century to the recent
period. While RE values are positive for all nests, CE values are positive only since the late 14th century. CE
values first go below zero before 1373 using the 1935-1988 validation period when the Quebec MXD
(QUEx) series drops out from the nesting process. CE is a particularly stringent validation metric and care is
needed when using this metric alone to assess reconstruction quality (Cook et al. 1994). One further driver
of the poor CE values is related to the reconstruction’s warmer values centred around 1950 versus the
CRUTEM instrumental data showing peak mid-20th century warming in the 1940s (Figure 2E). This slight
misfit appears to be related to both the spatial representivity representativeness of the TR network and the
fact that mean MJJA temperatures is not the optimal season for some TR records (Table 1). Appendix Figure
B3 compares an instrumental based reconstruction, which utilises the 0.5 latitude x 0.5 longitude
CRUTS3.20 (Harris et al. 2014) gridded optimal calibrated seasonal instrumental series at the locations of
the 54 TR series against the MJJA CRUTEM4 (40-75oN – Jones et al. 2012) hemisphere series. The
instrumental based composite explains 78% of the CRUTEM4 variance (95% when smoothed), but places
the mid-20th century warming peak in the 1950s and under-predicts the recent period similar to that
observed for the N-TREND2015 reconstruction (Figure 2E). These observations suggest that despite the
increased number of TR proxy records, substantially more than 54 instrumental records are needed to
attain a true robustcomplete representation of the large-scale decadal to high frequency climate signals
(see also discussion in Diaz 1996, Jones and Briffa 1996 and Anchukaitis et al. this volumein prep).
Compared to previous millennial long length TR NH reconstructions (Esper et al. 2002; D’Arrigo et
al. 2006; Frank et al. 2007a; Schneider et al. 2015) the N-TREND2015 reconstruction shows almost no late
20th century divergence (D’Arrigo et al. 2008 – see also discussion in Wilson et al. 2007) from the
instrumental data (Figure 2D+E) and is statistically more robust for a longer period of time. In this respect,

N-TREND2015 therefore represents a substantial update of these earlier studies. Fidelity weakens, as
expected, when replication is low, especially over North America. Balancing calibration/validation metrics
and site replication (Figure 1), we therefore define the period 918-2004, represented by at least 3 TR
records for each major continental mass, as a compromise period for “robust” comparison with other
records although the comparative analyses below use mostly the full period.

Comparison to other NH reconstructions
N-TREND2015 shows a modest increase in temperatures from 750 to ~850 followed by a prolonged
warm period until the end of the 11th century, a brief cooler 50-year period and then a short period of peak
medieval warmth in the 1160s (Figure 3). 1161-1170 is the 3rd warmest decade in the reconstruction
followed by 1946-1955 (2nd) and 1994-2003 (1st – see Table 2). It should be noted that these three decades
cannot be statistically distinguished when uncertainty estimates are taken into account. Following 2003,
1168 is the 2nd warmest year, although caution is advised regarding the inter-annual fidelity of the
reconstruction (Appendix Figure B1B). The period 1200-1800 is characterised by substantial multi-decadal
variability with a range of about 1o degree Celsius between warm peaks and cold troughs. The two coldest
decadal periodsdecades, 1812-1821 and 1832-1841 (Table 2), are followed by a near continuous warming
to present.
Figure 3 compares N-TREND2015 with DWJ06 (D’Arrigo et al. 2006) and SCH2015 (Schneider et al.
2015). Prior to 2015, DWJ06, using 19 predominantly RW records, was the most comprehensive TR specific
millennial length NH reconstruction. SCH2015 is a new NH summer temperature reconstruction based on
16 MXD records. N-TREND2015 is not independent from these two studies. 3 records (ICE, TAY and YAK)
were used from DWJ06 and 5 from SCH2015 (QUEx, TYR, POLx, MAN, and ALT). N-TREND2015 also shares
common data with SCH2015 for some sites (e.g. ICE, EFmean, ALPS), but has used the original published
versions rather than the SCH2015 processed versions. DWJ06 and SCH2015 can be seen as two end
members representing quite different TR parameters - both reflecting predominantly summer
temperatures but each expressing different spectral properties and potential biases. RW generally
demonstrates strong biological persistence and higher autocorrelation (Helama et al. 2009b; Esper et al.
2015) while MXD has lower temporal autocorrelation. HoweverAlthough, MXD may strugglehas been
shown to capture secular scale summer temperature trends (Helema et al. 2009b, but see Luckman and
Wilson 2005; Esper et al. 2012) and it may also be influenced by light availability as well a summer
temperatures (Stine and Huybers 2014). Figure 1 clearly shows the superiority of MXD (and BI) based TR
measurements for modelling inter-annual local scale summer temperatures. However, there is still
uncertainty as to the potential spectral biases of using these different TR parameters to capture interannual, decadal and longer-scale climate.
DWJ06 shows similar warm and cool periods to N-TREND2015, particularly after 1400. D’Arrigo et
al. (2006) advised caution when using the pre-1400 period of the reconstruction due to the low number of
TR records (10 in 1300; 6 in 1000). N-TREND2015 should therefore represent a considerable improvement
in this period due to the greater number of records used (32 in 1300; 23 in 1000). In fact, the N-TREND2015
reconstruction is substantially different before 1400 with it showing a more prolonged warming from the
9th to 12th centuries compared to the short-term warmth from 950-1100 in DWJ06. SCH2015 displays more
modest warmth during the 850-1050 period with a peak at the end of 9th century and overall muted multidecadal variability until 1300. From 1300-1570, SCH2015 shows warmer conditions than N-TREND2015
although overall, multi-decadal trends are similar. The decadal cooling of the 1450s is however more
pronounced in N-TREND2015 than DWJ06 and SCH2015. The three records are quite similar after 1600 with
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similar short term cool periods coinciding with known volcanic events. Only N-TREND2015 expresses the
post mid-20th century warming trend. N-TREND2015 correlates (918-1999 – unfiltered (filtered)) marginally
stronger with DWJ06 (r = 0.65 (0.73)) than with SCH2015 (r = 0.61(0.61)), but for running shorter 50-year
periods, N-TREND2015 and SCH2015 are clearly more coherent (Figure 3 – lower panel). These correlations
highlight the greater coincidence in multi-decadal and longer term signals between N-TREND2015 and
DWJ06, and the greater high-frequency coherence with SCH2015 – the latter’s inter-annual variability
driven by the stronger high-frequency signal within the MXD data used.
Figure 4 compares the aforementioned TR composites (plus Frank et al. 2007a – FRK07) with
recently published multi-proxy (MP) Northern Hemisphere temperature reconstructions (Amman and Wahl
2007; Hegerl et al. 2007; Ljungqvist 2010; Mann et al. 2008) and their mean. Overall, N-TREND2015
correlates strongest (r = 0.76) with the MP mean series although only marginally better than DWJ06 (r =
0.72) and substantially better than SCH2015 (r = 0.49) and FRK07 (r = 0.48). N-TREND2015 and the MP
composite show common warm conditions from the mid-9th to the end of the 11th centuries although the
MP series suggests a warmer medieval period until the mid-12th century. When divided into four
longitudinal quadrants (Figure 1), this protracted period of medieval warming appears to be spatially
focused over eastern North America (although in that quadrant the mMedieval period is presented
expressed by only a single record from Quebec – Table 1) and Western Eurasia and extends to the end of
the 12th century (Appendix C2) suggesting a common dynamical link with North Atlantic variability, the
thermohaline circulation/meridional overturning circulation and purported prolonged positive North
Atlantic Oscillation anomalies through this period (Trouet et al. 2009; Helama et al. 2009a; Cunningham et
al. 2013). Although a persistently positive NAO during the MCA medieval period has recently being been
challenged by Ortega et al. (2015), the sharp rise in temperatures around 1150, which remains largely
positive for around three centuries in eastern North America and western Eurasia coincides with the timing
of an inferred positive phase of the NAO during winter (Trouet et al. 2009). Focusing on summer, Loader et
al. (2013) suggested that the period 900-1200 was dominated by a northerly shift of the NH storm tracks,
yielding warm summers in the high latitudes of NW Europe. Possibly this could be related toThis warming is
also reflected in an extended period of warm sea surface temperatures in the North Atlantic (Cunningham
et al. 2013), associated with a positive phase of the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) during the
MCAmedieval period, as suggested by Oglesby et al. (2012), leading to a decrease in the mid-latitude –
Arctic temperature gradient.
From ~1100 to ~1700, N-TREND shows a prolonged period of multi-decadal variability embedded
within a general cooling trend. Common cool conditions are observed in all the proxy records until the mid19th century after which temperatures rise until present. As noted above, SCH2015 expresses muted
medieval warmth, shows warmer conditions during the late 14th and early 15th centuries, and does not
capture recent warming well. FRK07 has a shorter period of warmth during the medieval period (similar to
DWJ06), but is substantially cooler in the 13th century.
Overall, comparing the TR and MP reconstructions provides a broadly coherent picture of warm
conditions around the end of the 10th century, a cooling trend for about 500 years, a prolonged cool period
from ca. 1450-1850 and steep warming until present. However, there are subtle differences between the
reconstructions that likely reflect (1) reconstruction composition (i.e. older studies used less data; including
non-annual proxy archives with associated dating uncertainties), (2) varying spectral properties of different
proxy types (including TR tree-ring RW and MXD in comparison with MP networks) and (3) the different
reconstruction’s seasonal target (summer vs. annual). The issue of seasonality is particularly important for
understanding the stochastic nature of climate. The current debate over the so-called “temperature hiatus”
(Meehl et al. 2011; Cohen et al. 2012; Kosaka and Xie 2013; Trenberth and Fasullo 2013; England et al.

2014; Karl et al. 2015) exemplifies the consequence of mixing proxy records with varying seasonal
sensitivities. The “hiatus” is observed in large scale winter temperatures and no slowdown is noted in NH
summer temperatures (Cohen et al. 2012). Differences in timing and duration of warm and cold periods
between TR and MP reconstructions could well be related to the same issue – highlighting the need for the
palaeoclimate community to carefully evaluate the seasonal signal embedded in their proxies.

Proxy/model Comparison – long term context
A palaeoclimate aspiration is that independently derived reconstructions and models of past
climate should express similar trends (where externally forced) and variance structure through time.
Agreement in hindcast modelling ability will provide some confidence in scenario forecasts of the future. In
comparison to the challenging regional model-data assessments (Zorita et al. 2010, Deser et al. 2012),
hemispheric scale comparison is generally more straightforward: heterogeneous local/regional internallygenerated forced variability is often dampened through averaging, allowing the influence of external
forcing factors such as volcanic events and anthropogenic emissions to be addressed (Fernández-Donado et
al. 2013, but see Anchukaitis et al. 2012). The strong coherence between the North American and Eurasian
TR composites (Appendix Figure C3) indicates the dominance of large scale forcing on such proxy records.
Figure 5 compares the TR NH reconstructions with 10 CMIP5 fully coupled ocean-atmosphere
global climate models (See Appendix Table A2 for information) for land only MJJA temperatures over the
same 40-75oN spatial domain. The 20-year low-pass smoothed time-series are shown as anomalies with
respect to 1400-1850. Overall, N-TREND2015 sits well within the range of the model ensemble back to
~1200 (Figure 5A). Very good agreement is observed from ~1500 to the early 19 th century, although this
partially reflects the common reference period for anomaly calculations. Prior to ~1500, decadal variance of
the reconstruction is generally greater than the models with the 1430s and 1160s temperature estimates
well above the model range. Warming from the 19th to 20th century is in general good agreement with most
models although N-TREND2015 appears to show more prolonged cooler temperatures in the 19th century
before the start of warming.
In two important periods of climate transition, the cooling from the mMedieval pPeriod (900-1250)
to Little Ice Age (LIA - 1450-1850), and the post LIA warming to present, the TR reconstructions and model
estimations differ. During the mMedieval to LIA transition (Figure 5C), the amplitude of temperature
change from warm to cool, as expressed by N-TREND2015, is greater than most models and other TR
reconstructions. The only model that agrees with this reconstruction is CCSM4. Most model results produce
a cooler medieval period relative to the 1450-1850 mean, more in-line with DWJ06 and SCH2015. However,
for the LIA to 20th century transition (Figure 5D) N-TREND2015 agrees well with the models - the exceptions
beingexcept with CCSM4 and HADCM3 - which is likely due to differences in these models’ response to
anthropogenic aerosols (see Meehl et al. 2012 and Schurer et al. 2014). Overall, N-TREND2015, DWJ06 and
SCH2015 share reasonabley multi-decadal coherencey (r = 0.58, 0.44 and 0.64, respectively) with the multimodel mean from 1251-1850 CE (inset table in Figure 5B) but correlations are substantially weaker for 8501250 CE.
Comparing the spectral properties (Figure 5E) of the three TR reconstructions to the 10 CMIP5
models allows a general assessment of potential frequency biases. SCH2015 (using only MXD data) contains
more high frequency variance compared to DWJ06 (using mostly RW data) with N-TREND2015 sitting in the
middle. Both N-TREND2015 and SCH2015 sit within the spectral power range of the models at these high
frequencies despite the fact that they show only modest coherence at high frequencies with NH

instrumental temperatures (Appendix Figure B2). Only by the addition of more long MXD data-sets from
key areas currently lacking such high resolution archives (e.g. much of North America, eastern Eurasia)
could the large-scale high frequency coherence be improved. At mid and lower frequencies, the spectral
density of all three TR reconstructions sits within the model range.
Most attribution studies, and many proxy/model comparative studies (Hegerl et al. 2007; Mann et
al. 2012), have focused on the post 1400 period, when relatively ample and well dated proxy data are
available. Prior to that period there is a distinct mismatch between the proxies and models during the
mmedieval period (Fernández-Donado et al. 2013; Schurer et al. 2014). A although the response to forcing
is detectable in some reconstructions, there is a tendency for less prominent forcing at this time which
makes detection more difficult (Schurer et al., 2013). Since N-TREND2015 contains more data during the
medieval period than , compared to all previous TR reconstructions, contains more data during the
medieval period, it should provide a more robust assessment estimates of medieval summer season
temperature. The relatively simple comparison shown in Figure 5 suggests medieval NH temperatures were
likely warmer than that expressedthose simulated by the CMIP5 models, although a detailed evaluation of
this observation is beyond the scope of the current work. In a recent appraisal of proxy and CMIP5 model
output over the Last Glacial Maximum, mid-Holocene, and the recent period, a substantial disagreement of
past climatesbetween palaeoclimate and modelled estimates was reported, although the models were
marginally better at representing modern late Holocene climate (Harrison et al. 2015). However, underlying
this comparison is the quality of the proxy data used and although N-TREND2015 represents an
improvement on previous studies, more data from key regions such as North America and eastern Eurasia
are needed.

Proxy/model Comparison – volcanic forcing
Coherency analysis (Appendix Figure B1) shows that large-scale TR composite reconstructions are
generally poor at representing mean hemisphere-scale inter-annual variability, mainly because of the
relatively small numbers of TR proxy series used for the hemispheric composites (see discussion in Diaz
1996 and Jones and Briffa 1996) and the biological memory effects in RW data (Esper et al. 2015). However,
after major volcanic events, short term cooling can be much more spatially homogenous, allowing even
relatively small networks of TR records to potentially capture the amplitude of cooling after such events
(Hegerl et al. 2003; Schneider et al. 2015; Stoffel et al. 2015, but see Anchukaitis et al. 2012). Though it has
long been known that TR records can reflect volcanically forced cool summer conditions (Briffa et al. 1998),
it is less well known that MXD is the superior TR parameter for assessing such short term climate
perturbations (Jones et al. 1995; Frank et al. 2007b; Anchukaitis et al. 2012; D’Arrigo et al. 2013; Esper et al.
2015). We briefly return to this issue by comparing the response of N-TREND2015, DWJ06, SCH2015 and
the CMIP5 models to selected volcanic events. Esper et al. (2013) showed that the choice of candidate
volcanic events can greatly influence greatly the observed estimated amount of cooling experienced on
average over large regions. Herein, we use three different lists of candidate significant volcanic events
(Table 3 – combined information from Gao et al. (2008) and; Crowley and Unterman (20123); Plummer et
al. 2012; Esper et al. 2013; Sigl et al. 2013) to assess the mean response of each TR NH series and CMIP5
model to large volcanic events using superposed epoch analysis (SEA). It should be noted that the CMIP5
models use were forced with either the Gao et al. (2008) or Crowley and Unterman (20132) volcanic forcing
series (Appendix Table A2).
Overall the mean TR proxy response is substantially muted using the Esper events (minimal cooling
in year T+1) compared to the Gao/Crowley and Sigl/PlummerSigl lists (Figure 6). A muted response may

occur if some event dates are in error, conversely, an amplified response can occur if event dates are
related, in a circular manner, to tree-ring evidence (Esper et al. 2013). The latter condition may in fact be
applicable to some ice core records (e.g. the Gao/Crowley), which would partly explain the stronger
response observed using such lists. We concede, the amplification effect may be limited to just a few
events, such as the 1450s eruption(s), which are not firmly dated by any evidence (Plummer et al. 2012)
other than tree-rings (Gao et al. 2006). This, however, is not the case for the Sigl et al. (2013) records. This
observation is partly expected as some of the events in the latter lists were identified and/or dated using
tree-ring evidence and there is some degree of circularity. Using the Gao/Crowley and SiglSigl/Plummer
lists, N-TREND2015 and SCH2015 express a maximum cooling in year T+1 of ~0.4-0.54 oC while DWJ06 does
not reach peak cooling until years T+5 or T+6 and with a more modest cooling of ~0.2-0.3 oC. This lagged
and muted response of the RW dominated DWJ06 reconstruction has been detailed elsewhere and is
mainly related to autocorrelated biological memory in RW data (Krakauer and Randerson, 2003; Frank et
al., 2007b; Anchukaitis et al. 2012; Esper et al. 2015). As N-TREND2015 includes RW as well as MXD data,
there is potential for this biological persistence bias to influence the record’s ability to express true largescale temperature response (and recovery) to volcanic events. The lower panel of Figure 6 compares the
mean response of the three reconstructions to the 10 CMIP5 simulations. For the Gao/Crowley and Sigl
events, the models on average show marginally greater cooling (~0.6-0.7 oC) in year T+1 than N-TREND2015
and SCH2015, but similar amounts of cooling for the Esper (~0.2 oC) events and Sigl/Plummer (~0.4 oC)
events. Most importantly, the rate of recovery after volcanic cooling is slower for N-TREND2015 than
SCH2015, with the latter record agreeing well with the models - especially using the Gao/Crowley events.
Dividing the N-TREND2015 data-set into its three TR parameter types RW, MXD and MIX (Figure 7)
and producing a parameter specific hemispheric mean composite from each, highlights the behaviours
mentioned above, although the MIX data displays a slower recovery than RW when using the Gao/Crowley
and SiglSigl/Plummer event lists. Overall, the response of each parameter composite appears specific to
different eruptions (Table 3, Figure 7). In 1258 (1257, Samalas eruption – Table 3), the MXD response is
immediate, RW data is strongest in year T+1 and in the MIX composite at year T+2. The Kuwae eruptions of
1452 (not identified as a significant eruption event – Table 3) and 1458 are clearly captured by MXD data in
1453, and although cooling starts in 1453, peak cold conditions in the MIX series does not occur until 1459.
All three parameter types start decreasing after the unknown 1809 event, but only MXD and MIX contain a
defined cool peak in 1816. In 1883 (Krakatau), MXD and MIX respond similarly, with cold conditions in
1884, while in 1912 (NovaputraKatmai), the response is immediate in MXD and RW, but lagged by 1 year in
MIX. By just looking at the response to individual volcanic eruptions, it is difficult to ascertain whether
there are true lagged biases in the MIX composite compared to MXD. A more detailed analysis is needed to
examine the spatiotemporal response of the individual TR parameters, which is beyond the scope of this
paper but is partly addressed in Anchukaitis et al. (this volumein prep).
In a recently published new TR reconstruction of NH JJA mean temperatures, Stoffel et al. (2015)
utilised 30 regional records (using both RW and MXD) to assess large-scale volcanic response expressed in
their composite record by comparison to a modified version of the IPSL-CM5A-LR model (Schmidt et al.
2012). Their model version simulated less cooling and they stated that with respect to volcanic forcing their
work had reconciled previously reported dissimilarities between climate simulations and TR based
reconstructions. Although the “missing ring” hypothesis (Mann et al. 2012) is now thoroughly rejected
(Anchukaitis et al. 2012; D’Arrigo et al. 2013; Esper et al. 2015), Stoffel et al. (2015) and the results detailed
herein, indicate that there are still substantial uncertainties that still need to be addressed before we fully
understand the temporal and spatial dynamical response of the climate system to volcanic forcing as well
as the response of specific TR parameter to volcanically forced cool summers.

Conclusion
Over the last 20 years, palaeoclimatology has augmented and improved the available proxy data
that can be used to produce large-scale, high resolution, reconstructions of the Earth's climate for the late
Holocene. This improvement is clearly shown in synthesis figures of NH temperatures in the IPCC reports,
which have moved from a single qualitative representation (FAR – Houghton et al. 1990), to a quantitative
ensemble (AR4/5 – Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013 - see discussion in Frank et al. 2010). It is quite
understandable that when few data existed, there was no real option but to amalgamate all possible
records together, ignoring the local/regional seasonal signal they represented, or their quality and
individual biases. However, substantial investment and progress has been made over the past decade and
many high quality records now exist from different proxy archives for multiple locations around the NH
(Jones et al. 2009; PAGES2 Consortium 2013). This data richness now allows the palaeoclimate -community
to focus more specifically on the unique properties of different proxy archives allowing selection for
optimising seasonal and temporal fidelity.
This paper (and its part II companion, Anchukaitis et al. this volumein prep), represents a tree-ring
community initiative to improve the Northern Hemisphere-scale proxy network (temporally and spatially),
and reconstruct NH summer temperatures back to the 8th century AD. Following recommendations detailed
in Wilson et al. (2007), we have focused on using published tree-ring reconstructions which reflect a
statistically and biologically reasonable amount of local/regional summer temperature variance, and have
utilised a substantially increased data-base of records compared to previous studies (D’Arrigo et al. 2006;
Frank et al. 2007a; Wilson et al. 2007; Schneider et al. 2015; Stoffel et al. 2015). Consequently, the
increased replication in the N-TREND2015 reconstruction alone represents a substantial improvement over
previous TR, NH millennial reconstructions and the final outcome record appears reasonably insensitive to
the statistical methods used to derive the record (Appendix Figure C1). The N-TREND2015 reconstruction
expresses reasonable fidelity, at all time-scales, from 918-2004 (Figure 2) and reasonably captures late 20th
century warming. HoweverNevertheless, N-TREND2015 is far from perfect!
How good well should a TR reconstruction calibrate locally before it can be considered for inclusion
in such a large-scale data-set? Wilson et al. (2007) specifically used a minimum correlation of 0.4 (only
2016% explained variance) against local gridded temperature data, but this value is still rather low, and for
realistic reconstructions of local, regional, and hemisphere-scale temperatures, greater fidelity should be
required, especially when the number of input series is modest. Of the records used herein, local scale
calibration r2 values range from ~10-70% explained variance (Figure 1) with all RW based records explaining
less than 40% variance. Considering as well, the well-known lagged high frequency biases of RW data due
to biological persistence (Krakauer and Randerson, 2003; Frank et al., 2007b; Anchukaitis et al. 2012; Esper
et al. 2015), it could be argued that RW derived reconstructions should not be deemed robust estimates of
local temperatures without the inclusion of (or replacement with) MXD or BI data. We admit that tThis is a
rather contentious statement but it is particularly relevantmore defensible if the study focus is on
addressing past climate response to volcanic forcing. At the very least, whether RW is used alone or in
combination with MXD/BI data, local calibration needs to express “reasonable” fidelity and multiple
statistical metrics exist to assess reconstruction quality (e.g. r2, RE, CE and residual analysis – Cook et al.
1994; Wilson et al. 2006; Macias-Fauria et al. 2012). As a minimum, local climate calibration for any single
TR parameter or combination of multiple TR parameters must be statistically significant with no significant
long-term trends within the model calibration residuals. Any TR records expressing local based divergence
(D’Arrigo et al. 2008) should not be considered in a large composite database unless the cause of the

divergence can be truly identified as unique to the recent period (Wilson et al. 2007). This situation can
potentially be further confused if To potentially confuse this latter situation, however, is the quality and/or
homogeneity of the instrumental data where homogeneity cannot be assumed to be consistent back in
time (Parker 1994; Frank et al. 2007b). Correlations between some TR records and pre-1950 gridded data
weaken considerably, especially for locations in central Asia (Table 1 and Cook et al. 2012), which make
defining an acceptable calibration threshold difficult.
Although the number of TR records used in N-TREND2015 represents a substantial increase over
previous TR NH composites (D’Arrigo et al. 2006; Frank et al. 2007a; Wilson et al. 2007; Schneider et al.
2015; Stoffel et al. 2015), there are still vast regions of the NH that are poorly represented (see Figure 1 and
discussion in Anchukaitis et al. (this volumein prep)). Only 3 millennial length temperature- sensitive TR
series exist for North America and only one of those incorporates MXD. Very few long TR records have been
developed for eastern Eurasia and no millennial long length MXD series exist between 90oE and 170oE. We
appreciate that wWhere forests grow in non-temperature limiting environments (e.g. mid latitude eastern
North America, Siberian Steppes, low elevation central Europe), it may never be possible to develop
temperature- sensitive chronologies using traditional TR parameters, but. However, stable isotopes may
help in some regions (Young et al. 2012). Nevertheless, there are substantial swaths of high latitude boreal
forest and high altitude environments where tree-growth is predominantly limited by summer
temperatures, and a strategically focussed sample collection in these regions (including sub-fossil material
to extend living data-sets) is needed.
N-TREND2015 represents the latest iteration of the tree-ring based NH reconstructions. It will not
be the last, but we hope that the creation of the N-TREND consortium will facilitate further expansion of
the NH tree-ring network. A strategic plan is needed to update existing records to the present and develop
new long millennial records from regions where little or no data exists. It is also paramount that MXD or BI
records are concurrently developed with RW data to produce locally, as well as regionally, robust
temperature reconstructions. As the network expands, further assessment of the unique properties of RW,
MXD and BI can be performed that should lead towards even further, substantial refinement of large-scale
temporal and spatial scale summer temperature reconstructions.
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Tables and Figures

Regional Grouping

Code

Lat

Long

Period Used

Param eter

1710-2001

Chronologies
Type

Reference

Correlation Tm ean (post 1950)

NORTH AMERICA

Sew ard
Coastal Alaska
Wrangells

NTR

65.11 to 65.22

162.18 to 162.27

MXD

STD

D'Arrigo et al. (2004)

GOA

60.01 to 60.45

-149.31 to -141.42

800-2010

RW

RCS

Wiles et al. (2014)

WRAx

60-65

-145.00 to -140.00

1593-1992

MXD

STD

Davi et al. (2003); used in Wilson et al. (2007)

JA: 0.47 (0.40)
Jan-Sep: 0.42 (0.52)

Firth

FIRT

68.39

-141.38

1073 - 2002

MXD

RCS-SF

Southern Yukon

YUS

59-62

-140 to -133

1684-2000

RW

STD

Youngblut and Luckman [2007]; used in Wilson et al. (2007)

JA: 0.58 (0.60)

Northern Yukon

YUN

65-70

-125 to -135

1638-1988

RW

STD

Szeicz and MacDonald [1995]; used in Wilson et al. (2007)

June: 0.44 (0.55)

Int. British Colum bia

IBC

49.02-50.59

-121.43 to -117.03

1600-1995

RW/MXD/BI

STD/SF

Wilson et al. (2014)

JJA: 0.68 (0.74)

918 - 1994

RW/MXD

Icefields

Anchukaitis et al. (2013)

JJA: 0.61 (0.66)
JA: 0.58 (0.64)

ICE

52.16

-117.19

RCS

Luckman and Wilson (2005); Used in D'Arrigo et al. (2006)

Idaho

IDA

40-45

-110 to -120

1135-1992

RW

STD

Biondi et al. [1999]; used in Wilson et al. (2007)

Copperm ine

COP

67.14

-115.55

1551 - 2003

MXD

RCS

Anchukaitis et al. (2013)

MJJA: 0.59 (0.60)

JJA: 0.74 (0.79)

Thelon

THE

64.02

-103.52

1492 - 2004

MXD

RCS

Anchukaitis et al. (2013)

MJJA: 0.67 (0.73)

Quebec

QUEx

57.30

76.00

1373-1988

MXD

RCS

Schneider et al. (2015)

MJJAS: 0.70 (0.79)

Quebec

QUEw

57.30

74.00

910-2011

RW

RCS

Gennaretti et al. (2014)

July: 0.47 (0.51)

JA: 0.47 (0.57)

Northern Quebec

NQU

55-60

-70 to -65

1642-2002

RW

STD

Payette (2007); used in Wilson et al. (2007)

JJ: 0.39 (0.35)

Labrador

LAB

56.33 to 57.58

-62.25 to -61.56

1710-1998

RW/MXD

STD/RCS

D'Arrigo et al. (2003 (RW) and 2013 (MXD))

JJA: 0.53 (0.52)

Rydval et al. (submitted)

JA: 0.75 (0.73)

EURASIA
Scotland

SCOT

57.08

-3.44

1200-2010

RW/BI

STD/RCS

Pyrenees

PYR

42 - 43

0-1

1260-2005

MXD

RCS

Dorado-Linan et al. (2012)

755-2004

MXD

RCS

Buentgen et al. (2006).

W Alps - Lotschental
E Alps - Tyrol

ALPS

AS: 0.53 (0.75)
JJAS: 0.75 (0.73)

TYR

47.30

12.30

1053-2003

MXD

RCS

Schneider et al. (2015)

Jaem tland

JAEM

63.30

13.25

783-2011

MXD

RCS

Zhang et al. (2015)

Tjeggelvas, Arjeplog,
Am m arnäs com posite

TAA

65.54 - 66.36

16.06 - 18.12

1200-2010

MXD

RCS

Linderholm et al. (2014)

EFm ean

66-69

19-32

RCS

Esper et al (2014) and Matskovsky and Helama (2014)

JJA: 0.76 (0.73)

McCarroll et al. (2013)

JA: 0.71 (0.72)

JAS: 0.72 (0.72)
AMJJAS: 0.75 (0.65)
MJJA: 0.81 (0.68)

750-2010

MXD

Forfjorddalen

FORF

68.47

15.43

978-2005

MXD

Tatra

TAT

48-49

19-20

1040-2010

RW

RCS

Büntgen et al. (2013)

Mt Olym pus, Greece

MOG

40.09

22.37

1521-2010

MXD

RCS

Klesse et al. (2014)

JAS: 0.54 (0.53)

Helama et al. (2014)

MJJA: 0.71 (0.63)

North Fenno

South Finland

MJ: 0.45 (0.47)

SFIN

62.19.30

28.19.30

760-2000

MXD

RCS

Khibiny (Kola)

KOL

67.38 - 67.50

33.13 - 34.15

821-2005

RW/BI

RCS/STD

McCarroll et al. (2013)

JA: 0.73 (0.75)

Polar Urals

POLx

66.51

65.40

891-2006

MXD

RCS

Schneider et al. (2015)

JJA: 0.80 (0.83)

Yam al

YAM

67.32

69.54

750-2005

RW

RCS

Briffa et al. (2013)

July: 0.61 (0.51)

Asia Grid 1

ASGrid1

40.15 - 46.15

60.15 - 68.15

817-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJ: 0.51 (0.60)

Asia Grid 2

ASGrid2

40.15 - 46.15

70.15 - 78.15

827-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJA: 0.26 (0.59)

Asia Grid 10

ASGrid10

48.15 - 54.15

60.15 - 68.15

937-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJA: 0.33 (0.52)

Asia Grid 11

ASGrid11

48.15 - 54.15

70.15 - 78.15

937-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

MJJAS: 0.51 (0.71)

Kyrgyzstan

KYR

41.36 to 42.11

75.09 to 78.11

1689-1995

RW/MXD

STD

Wilson et al. (2007)

JJA: 0.70 (0.77)

Mangazeja

MAN

66.42

82.18

1328-1990

MXD

RCS

Schneider et al. (2015)

JJA: 0.79 (0.69)

Asia Grid 3

ASGrid3

40.15 - 46.15

80.15 - 88.15

800-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

Asia Grid 12

ASGrid12

48.15 - 54.15

80.15 - 88.15

800-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

ALT

50.00

88.00

750-2007

MXD

RCS

Asia Grid 4

ASGrid4

40.15 - 46.15

90.15 - 98.15

800-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJ: 0.60 (0.81)

Asia Grid 13

ASGrid13

48.15 - 54.15

90.15 - 98.15

1024-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJA: 0.52 (0.80)

RCS

Davi et al. (2015)
Jacoby et al. (2000); Used in D'Arrigo et al. (2006)

Altai MXD

Mongolia

99.04

931-2005

RW

TAY

72.01

102.00

755 - 1997

RW

RCS

Asia Grid 5

ASGrid5

40.15 - 46.15

100.15 - 108.15

800-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

Asia Grid 14

Taym ir

OZN

51.15

JJA: 0.44 (0.69)
JJA: 0.62 (0.84)

Schneider et al (2015)

MJJA: 0.65 (0.72)

JJ: 0.52 (0.62)
JJ: 0.45 (0.45)
JJA: 0.39 (0.59)

ASGrid14

48.15 - 54.15

100.15 - 108.15

1396-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJA: 0.58 (0.70)

Asia Grid 6

ASGrid6

40.15 - 46.15

110.15 - 118.15

800-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JAS: 0.25 (0.50)

Asia Grid 15

ASGrid15

48.15 - 54.15

110.15 - 118.15

1396-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JA: 0.15 (0.46)

Asia Grid 7

ASGrid7

40.15 - 46.15

120.15 - 128.15

1024-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

MJJAS: 0.30 (0.66)

Asia Grid 16

MJJAS: 0.04 (0.41)

ASGrid16

48.15 - 54.15

120.15 - 128.15

1510-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

Asia Grid 8

ASGrid8

40.15 - 46.15

130.15 - 138.15

1510-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJ: 0.58 (0.68)

Asia Grid 17

ASGrid17

48.15 - 54.15

130.15 - 138.15

1510-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

MJJAS: 0.41 (0.57)

Asia Grid 9

ASGrid9

40.15 - 46.15

140.15 - 148.15

1510-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJ:0.67 (0.71)

Asia Grid 18

ASGrid18

48.15 - 54.15

140.15 - 148.15

1510-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJ: 0.52 (0.53)

North Japan

NJAP

43-51

142-145

1640-1993

RW/MXD

STD

D'Arrigo et al. (2014)

Yakutia

YAK

67.27 to 70.33

142.37 to 150.17

1342 - 1994

RW

RCS

Hughes et al. (1999); Used in D'Arrigo et al. (2006)

JJ: 0.65 (0.62)
June: 0.30 (0.62)

Table 1: Meta Information for tree-ring reconstructions used in the current N-TREND2015 network. See
Appendix A Table A1 for brief information on how each series was derived. Final column presents
correlations for 1901-present (1950-present) for all series against the local 1 degree (or larger where
relevant) CRUTS3.2 (Harris et al. 2014) mean temperature grid for the TR site’s optimal summer season.
Histogram of post 1950 correlation squared values is embedded in Figure 1.

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Warm
1994-2003
1946-1955
1161-1170
1980-1989
1425-1434

Anomaly
0.34
0.30
0.27
0.19
0.17

±2s
0.25
0.19
0.23
0.19
0.19

Cool
1812-1821
1832-1841
1462-1471
1695-1704
1452-1461

Anomaly
-1.03
-1.00
-0.96
-0.94
-0.90

±2s
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19

Table 2: Five warmest and coldest non-overlapping decadal periods in N-TREND2015. Calculated over 9182004. Temperature anomalies (plus 2-sigma error) shown with respect to 1961-1990.

Event
Unknown
Samalas (Indonesia)
Katla (Iceland)
Unknown
Unknown
Oraefajokull (Iceland)
Kuwae? (Vanuatu)
Barbarbunga (Iceland)
Hekla (Iceland)
Colima (Mexico)
Ruiz (Columbia)
Huaynaputina (Peru)
Katla (Iceland)
Furnas (Azores)
Komaga-Take (Japan)
Parker Peak (Philippines)
Usu (Japan)
Shikotsu (Japan)
Unknown
Fuji (Japan)
Shikotsu (Japan)
Katla (Iceland)
Laki (Iceland)
Unknown
Tambora (Indonesia)
Babuyan (Philippines)
Cosiguina (Nicaragua)
Shiveluch (Russia)
Makian (Indonesia)
Askja (Iceland)
Krakatau (Krakatau)
Santa Maria (Guatamala)
Ksudach (Russia)
Katmai (USA)
Colima (Mexico)
Bezymianny (Russia)
Pinatubo (Indonesia)

Gao/Crowley
1227
1258

Esper

Sigl
1229
1257

1262
1284

1286
1344
1362

1459

1458
1477

1584
1600

1600
1625
1630
1640

1594
1600

1641
1663
1667
1694
1707
1739
1755
1783
1809
1815
1831
1835

1815

1809
1815

1835
1854
1875
1883
1902
1907
1912
1913
1956
1991

Table 3: Three different lists of significant volcanic events derived from: Gao/Crowley = the earliest year
with common sulphate deposition values in both hemispeheres > 15 kg km-2 detailed in both Gao et al.
(2008), Crowley and Unterman (2013); Esper = The large volcanic events list in Esper et al. (2013) which
were identified via historical documents and had a Volcanic Explosivity Index ≥ 5; Sigl = volcanic events,
detailed Sigl et al. (2013), with sulphate deposition values in both hemispeheres > 15 kg km-2.

Figure 1: Location map of individual tree-ring reconstructions used in the current N-TREND2015 network.
See Table 1 for site information and Appendix Table 1A for brief information on how each series was
derived. Brown lines denote the high/low latitude and four longitude quadrants. Inset histogram shows
distribution of post 1950 r2 values for local calibration, for site specific optimal season, to the CRU TS3.2
grid (Harris et al. 2014 - see Table 1 for grid specifications).
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Figure 2: N-TREND2015 reconstruction and assessment metrics. Upper panel: TR series replication (A),
unfiltered and filtered (20-year spline) mean May-August reconstruction with 2-sigma error bar for both
750-2011 (B+C) and 1850-2011 periods (D+E). Errors are derived from the RMSE of the full calibration
period (1880-1988) residuals (post scaling), calculated for each nest. An additional error component is also
incorporated to estimate the extra uncertainty of the early weaker replicated periods of each individual
input series (see main text and Appendix Figure B2). Lower panel: F: 1880-1988 calibration r2 values for
unfiltered and filtered (20-year spline) versions; G: 1880-1988 residual analysis – Durbin and Watson (DW)
values and correlation of linear trend (Lin r) of residuals; H: Validation r2 values using the 3 validation
periods 1880-1934, 1935-1988 and 1916-1952; I: As for H, but for RE; J: As for H, but for CE. See Appendix
Table B1 for detail reconstruction metrics for each nest.
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Figure 3: Tree-ring based summer temperature NH reconstructions. N-TREND2015, DWJ06 (D’Arrigo et al.
2006) and SCH2015 (Schneider et al. 2015). The series have been scaled to CRUTEM (40-75) MJJA land
temperatures over the 1880-1988 period and expressed as anomalies w.r.t. 1400-1850. Smoothed function
is a 20-year spline. Lower panel shows sliding 51-year correlation values between N-TREND2015 and the
other two reconstructions. A correlation matrix (918-1999) is also shown for unfiltered and filtered (20-year
spline - in grey) versions.
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Figure 4: Comparison of TR based reconstructions (N-TREND2015, DWJ06, SCH2015 and FRK07) with select
multi-proxy (MP) reconstructions (Amman and Wahl 2007; Hegerl et al. 2007; Ljungqvist 2010; Mann et al.
2008) published since 2007. All smoothed (20-year spline) series have been normalised to the 1400-1850
period to enhance differences in the Medieval and recent periods. The green-time series is the normalised
average of AMWA07, HGL07, LJN07 and MANN08-EIV and the correlation shown is between this mean MP
composite and the individual TR NH series over the 918-1992 period.
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Figure 5: Upper: Comparisons of N-TREND with 10 CMIP5 models. Time series have been smoothed using a
20-year spline and transformed to anomalies w.r.t. 1400-1850. A: N-TREND versus the 10 CMIP5 models; B:
N-TREND, DJW06 and SCH2015 compared to the 2-STDEV range of the 10 CMIP5 models. Inset table shows
correlations between each TR NH series and the model mean for the two periods 850-1250 and 1251-1850;
C: Temperature difference (oC) from subtracting the mean of 1450-1850 from the mean of 900-1250 (NB.
NGOALS starts in 1000). Dashed line is the model mean of the difference between the two periods; D:
Temperature difference (oC) from subtracting the mean of 1450-1850 from the mean of 1900-1999. Dashed
line is the model mean of the difference between the two periods; E: Spectral Power plot of N-TREND2015,
DJW06 and SCH2015 and the 10 CMIP5 models calculated over the 900-1999 period (1000-1999 for
FGOALS).
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Figure 6: Superposed epoch analysis for N-TREND2015, DWJ06, SCH2015 and the CMIP5 10 models
assessing mean response to major volcanic events. Lower panels compare individual model runs (plus their
mean) with each reconstruction. Table 3 lists the difference years extracted from Gao et al. 2008; Crowley
and Unterman 2013; Esper et al. 2013; Sigl et al. 2013 for the three different lists.
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Figure 7: Upper: Parameter specific NH composites using the N-TREND database. Method used was 2quadrant (North American and Eurasia) weighting with variance stabilisation (see Appendix Figure C1);
Middle: SEA (see Figure 6) using each parameter composite; Lower: Parameter composite comparison for
select periods with significant volcanic events (see Table 3).

Tables and Figures - with track changes

Regional Grouping

Code

Lat

Long

Period Used

Param eter

1710-2001

Chronologies
Type

Reference

Correlation Tm ean (post 1950)

NORTH AMERICA

Sew ard
Coastal Alaska
Wrangells

NTR

65.11 to 65.22

162.18 to 162.27

MXD

STD

D'Arrigo et al. (2004)

GOA

60.01 to 60.45

-149.31 to -141.42

800-2010

RW

RCS

Wiles et al. (2014)

WRAx

60-65

-145.00 to -140.00

1593-1992

MXD

STD

Davi et al. (2003); used in Wilson et al. (2007)

JA: 0.47 (0.40)
Jan-Sep: 0.42 (0.52)

Firth

FIRT

68.39

-141.38

1073 - 2002

MXD

RCS-SF

Southern Yukon

YUS

59-62

-140 to -133

1684-2000

RW

STD

Youngblut and Luckman [2007]; used in Wilson et al. (2007)

JA: 0.58 (0.60)

Northern Yukon

YUN

65-70

-125 to -135

1638-1988

RW

STD

Szeicz and MacDonald [1995]; used in Wilson et al. (2007)

June: 0.44 (0.55)

Int. British Colum bia

IBC

49.02-50.59

-121.43 to -117.03

1600-1995

RW/MXD/BI

STD/SF

Wilson et al. (2014)

JJA: 0.68 (0.74)

918 - 1994

RW/MXD

Icefields

Anchukaitis et al. (2013)

JJA: 0.61 (0.66)
JA: 0.58 (0.64)

ICE

52.16

-117.19

RCS

Luckman and Wilson (2005); Used in D'Arrigo et al. (2006)

Idaho

IDA

40-45

-110 to -120

1135-1992

RW

STD

Biondi et al. [1999]; used in Wilson et al. (2007)

Copperm ine

COP

67.14

-115.55

1551 - 2003

MXD

RCS

Anchukaitis et al. (2013)

MJJA: 0.59 (0.60)

JJA: 0.74 (0.79)

Thelon

THE

64.02

-103.52

1492 - 2004

MXD

RCS

Anchukaitis et al. (2013)

MJJA: 0.67 (0.73)

Quebec

QUEx

57.30

76.00

1373-1988

MXD

RCS

Schneider et al. (2015)

MJJAS: 0.70 (0.79)

Quebec

QUEw

57.30

74.00

910-2011

RW

RCS

Gennaretti et al. (2014)

July: 0.47 (0.51)

JA: 0.47 (0.57)

Northern Quebec

NQU

55-60

-70 to -65

1642-2002

RW

STD

Payette (2007); used in Wilson et al. (2007)

JJ: 0.39 (0.35)

Labrador

LAB

56.33 to 57.58

-62.25 to -61.56

1710-1998

RW/MXD

STD/RCS

D'Arrigo et al. (2003 (RW) and 2013 (MXD))

JJA: 0.53 (0.52)

Rydval et al. (submitted)

JA: 0.75 (0.73)

EURASIA
Scotland

SCOT

57.08

-3.44

1200-2010

RW/BI

STD/RCS

Pyrenees

PYR

42 - 43

0-1

1260-2005

MXD

RCS

Dorado-Linan et al. (2012)

755-2004

MXD

RCS

Buentgen et al. (2006).

W Alps - Lotschental
E Alps - Tyrol

ALPS

AS: 0.53 (0.75)
JJAS: 0.75 (0.73)

TYR

47.30

12.30

1053-2003

MXD

RCS

Schneider et al. (2015)

Jaem tland

JAEM

63.30

13.25

783-2011

MXD

RCS

Zhang et al. (2015)

Tjeggelvas, Arjeplog,
Am m arnäs com posite

TAA

65.54 - 66.36

16.06 - 18.12

1200-2010

MXD

RCS

Linderholm et al. (2014)

EFm ean

66-69

19-32

RCS

Esper et al (2014) and Matskovsky and Helama (2014)

JJA: 0.76 (0.73)

McCarroll et al. (2013)

JA: 0.71 (0.72)

JAS: 0.72 (0.72)
AMJJAS: 0.75 (0.65)
MJJA: 0.81 (0.68)

750-2010

MXD

Forfjorddalen

FORF

68.47

15.43

978-2005

MXD

Tatra

TAT

48-49

19-20

1040-2010

RW

RCS

Büntgen et al. (2013)

Mt Olym pus, Greece

MOG

40.09

22.37

1521-2010

MXD

RCS

Klesse et al. (2014)

JAS: 0.54 (0.53)

Helama et al. (2014)

MJJA: 0.71 (0.63)

North Fenno

South Finland

MJ: 0.45 (0.47)

SFIN

62.19.30

28.19.30

760-2000

MXD

RCS

Khibiny (Kola)

KOL

67.38 - 67.50

33.13 - 34.15

821-2005

RW/BI

RCS/STD

McCarroll et al. (2013)

JA: 0.73 (0.75)

Polar Urals

POLx

66.51

65.40

891-2006

MXD

RCS

Schneider et al. (2015)

JJA: 0.80 (0.83)

Yam al

YAM

67.32

69.54

750-2005

RW

RCS

Briffa et al. (2013)

July: 0.61 (0.51)

Asia Grid 1

ASGrid1

40.15 - 46.15

60.15 - 68.15

817-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJ: 0.51 (0.60)

Asia Grid 2

ASGrid2

40.15 - 46.15

70.15 - 78.15

827-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJA: 0.26 (0.59)

Asia Grid 10

ASGrid10

48.15 - 54.15

60.15 - 68.15

937-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJA: 0.33 (0.52)

Asia Grid 11

ASGrid11

48.15 - 54.15

70.15 - 78.15

937-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

MJJAS: 0.51 (0.71)

Kyrgyzstan

KYR

41.36 to 42.11

75.09 to 78.11

1689-1995

RW/MXD

STD

Wilson et al. (2007)

JJA: 0.70 (0.77)

Mangazeja

MAN

66.42

82.18

1328-1990

MXD

RCS

Schneider et al. (2015)

JJA: 0.79 (0.69)

Asia Grid 3

ASGrid3

40.15 - 46.15

80.15 - 88.15

800-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

Asia Grid 12

ASGrid12

48.15 - 54.15

80.15 - 88.15

800-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

ALT

50.00

88.00

750-2007

MXD

RCS

Asia Grid 4

ASGrid4

40.15 - 46.15

90.15 - 98.15

800-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJ: 0.60 (0.81)

Asia Grid 13

ASGrid13

48.15 - 54.15

90.15 - 98.15

1024-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJA: 0.52 (0.80)

RCS

Davi et al. (2015)
Jacoby et al. (2000); Used in D'Arrigo et al. (2006)

Altai MXD

Mongolia

99.04

931-2005

RW

TAY

72.01

102.00

755 - 1997

RW

RCS

Asia Grid 5

ASGrid5

40.15 - 46.15

100.15 - 108.15

800-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

Asia Grid 14

Taym ir

OZN

51.15

JJA: 0.44 (0.69)
JJA: 0.62 (0.84)

Schneider et al (2015)

MJJA: 0.65 (0.72)

JJ: 0.52 (0.62)
JJ: 0.45 (0.45)
JJA: 0.39 (0.59)

ASGrid14

48.15 - 54.15

100.15 - 108.15

1396-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJA: 0.58 (0.70)

Asia Grid 6

ASGrid6

40.15 - 46.15

110.15 - 118.15

800-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JAS: 0.25 (0.50)

Asia Grid 15

ASGrid15

48.15 - 54.15

110.15 - 118.15

1396-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JA: 0.15 (0.46)

Asia Grid 7

ASGrid7

40.15 - 46.15

120.15 - 128.15

1024-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

MJJAS: 0.30 (0.66)

Asia Grid 16

MJJAS: 0.04 (0.41)

ASGrid16

48.15 - 54.15

120.15 - 128.15

1510-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

Asia Grid 8

ASGrid8

40.15 - 46.15

130.15 - 138.15

1510-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJ: 0.58 (0.68)

Asia Grid 17

ASGrid17

48.15 - 54.15

130.15 - 138.15

1510-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

MJJAS: 0.41 (0.57)

Asia Grid 9

ASGrid9

40.15 - 46.15

140.15 - 148.15

1510-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJ:0.67 (0.71)

Asia Grid 18

ASGrid18

48.15 - 54.15

140.15 - 148.15

1510-1989

MIX

RCS/STD

Cook et al. (2012)

JJ: 0.52 (0.53)

North Japan

NJAP

43-51

142-145

1640-1993

RW/MXD

STD

D'Arrigo et al. (2014)

Yakutia

YAK

67.27 to 70.33

142.37 to 150.17

1342 - 1994

RW

RCS

Hughes et al. (1999); Used in D'Arrigo et al. (2006)

JJ: 0.65 (0.62)
June: 0.30 (0.62)

Table 1: Meta Information for tree-ring reconstructions used in the current N-TREND2015 network. See
Appendix A Table A1 for brief information on how each series was derived. Final column presents
correlations for 1901-present (1950-present) for all series against the local 1 degree (or larger where
relevant) CRUTS3.2 (Harris et al. 2014) mean temperature grid for the TR site’s optimal summer season.
Histogram of post 1950 correlation squared values is embedded in Figure 1.

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Warm
1994-2003
1946-1955
1161-1170
1980-1989
1425-1434

Anomaly
0.34
0.30
0.27
0.19
0.17

±2s
0.25
0.19
0.23
0.19
0.19

Cool
1812-1821
1832-1841
1462-1471
1695-1704
1452-1461

Anomaly
-1.03
-1.00
-0.96
-0.94
-0.90

±2s
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19

Table 2: Five5 warmest and coldest non-overlapping decadal periods in N-TREND2015. Calculated over 9182004. Temperature anomalies (plus 2-sigma error) shown with respect to 1961-1990.

Event
Unknown
Samalas (Indonesia)
Katla (Iceland)
Unknown
Unknown
Oraefajokull (Iceland)
Kuwae? (Vanuatu)
Barbarbunga (Iceland)
Hekla (Iceland)
Colima (Mexico)
Ruiz (Columbia)
Huaynaputina (Peru)
Katla (Iceland)
Furnas (Azores)
Komaga-Take (Japan)
Parker Peak (Philippines)
Usu (Japan)
Shikotsu (Japan)
Unknown
Fuji (Japan)
Shikotsu (Japan)
Katla (Iceland)
Laki (Iceland)
Unknown
Tambora (Indonesia)
Babuyan (Philippines)
Cosiguina (Nicaragua)
Shiveluch (Russia)
Makian (Indonesia)
Askja (Iceland)
Krakatau (Krakatau)
Santa Maria (Guatamala)
Ksudach (Russia)
Katmai (USA)
Colima (Mexico)
Bezymianny (Russia)
Pinatubo (Indonesia)

Gao/Crowley
1227
1258

Esper

Sigl
1229
1257

1262
1284

1286
1344
1362

1459

1458
1477

1584
1600

1600
1625
1630
1640

1594
1600

1641
1663
1667
1694
1707
1739
1755
1783
1809
1815
1831
1835

1815

1809
1815

1835
1854
1875
1883
1902
1907
1912
1913
1956
1991

Table 3: Three different lists of significant volcanic events derived from: Gao/Crowley = the earliest year
with common sulphate deposition values in both hemispeheres > 15 kg km-2 detailed in both Gao et al.
(2008), Crowley and Unterman (2013); Esper = The large volcanic events list in Esper et al. (2013) which
were identified via historical documents and had a Volcanic Explosivity Index ≥ 5; Sigl = volcanic events,
detailed Sigl et al. (2013), with sulphate deposition values in both hemispeheres > 15 kg km-2.

Figure 1: Location map of individual tree-ring reconstructions used in the current N-TREND2015 network.
See Table 1 for site information and Appendix Table 1A for brief information on how each series was
derived. Brown lines denote the high/low latitude and four longitude quadrants. Inset histogram shows
distribution of post 1950 r2 values for local calibration, for site specific optimal season, to the CRU TS3.2
grid (Harris et al. 2014 - see Table 1 for grid specifications).
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Figure 2: N-TREND2015 reconstruction and assessment metrics. Upper panel: TR series replication (A),
unfiltered and filtered (20-year spline) mean May-August reconstruction with 2-sigma error bar for both
750-2011 (B+C) and 1850-2011 periods (D+E). Errors are derived from the RMSE of the full calibration
period (1880-1988) residuals (post scaling), calculated for each nested. An additional error component is
also incorporated to estimate the extra uncertainty of the early weaker replicated periods of each
individual input series (see main text and Appendix Figure B2). Lower panel: F: 1880-1988 calibration r2
values for unfiltered and filtered (20-year spline) versions; G: 1880-1988 residual analysis – Durbin and
Watson (DW) values and correlation of linear trend (Lin r) of residuals; H: Validation r2 values for theusing
the 3 validation periods 1880-1934, 1935-1988 and 1916-1952; I: As for H, but for RE; J: As for H, but for
CE. See Appendix Table B1 for detail reconstruction metrics for each nest.
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Figure 3: Tree-ring based summer temperature NH reconstructions. N-TREND2015, DWJ06 (D’Arrigo et al.
2006) and SCH2015 (Schneider et al. 2015). The series have been scaled to CRUTEM (40-75) MJJA land
temperatures over the 1880-1988 period and expressed as anomalies w.r.t. 1400-1850. Smoothed function
is a 20-year spline. Lower panel shows sliding 51-year correlation values between N-TREND2015 and the
other two reconstructions. A correlation matrix (918-1999) is also shown for unfiltered and filtered (20-year
spline - in grey) versions.
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Figure 4: Comparison of TR based reconstructions (N-TREND2015, DWJ06, SCH2015 and FRK07) with select
multi-proxy (MP) reconstructions (Amman and Wahl 2007; Hegerl et al. 2007; Ljungqvist 2010; Mann et al.
2008) published since 2007. All smoothed (20-year spline) series have been normalised to the 1400-1850
period to enhance differences in the Medieval and recent periods. The green-time series is the normalised
average of AMWA07, HGL07, LJN07 and MANN08-EIV and the correlation shown is between this mean MP
composite and the individual TR NH series over the 918-1992 period.
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Figure 5: Upper: Comparisons of N-TREND with 10 CMIP5 models. Time series have been smoothed using a
20-year spline and transformed to anomalies w.r.t. 1400-1850. A: N-TREND versus the 10 CMIP5 models; B:
N-TREND, DJW06 and SCH2015 compared to the 2-STDEV range of the 10 CMIP5 models. Inset table shows
correlations between each TR NH series and the model mean for the two periods 850-1250 and 1251-1850;
C: Temperature difference (oC) from subtracting the mean of 1450-1850 from the mean of 900-1250 (NB.
NGOALS starts in 1000). Dashed line is the model mean of the transitiondifference between the two
periods; D: Temperature difference (oC) from subtracting the mean of 1450-1850 from the mean of 19001999. Dashed line is the model mean of the difference between the two periodstransition; E: Spectral
Power plot of N-TREND2015, DJW06 and SCH2015 and the 10 CMIP5 models calculated over the 900-1999
period (1000-1999 for FGOALS).
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Figure 6: Superposed epoch analysis for N-TREND2015, DWJ06, SCH2015 and the CMIP5 10 models
assessing mean response to major volcanic events. Lower panels compare individual model runs (plus their
mean) with each reconstruction. Table 3 lists the difference years extracted from Gao et al. 2008; Crowley
and Unterman 2013; Esper et al. 2013; Sigl et al. 2013 for the three different lists.
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Figure 7: Upper: Parameter specific NH composites using the N-TREND database. Method used was 2quadrant (North American and Eurasia) weighting with variance stabilisation (see Appendix Figure C1);
Middle: SEA (see Figure 6) using each parameter composite; Lower: Parameter composite comparison for
select periods with significant volcanic events (see Table 3).
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A new northern hemisphere (NH) tree-ring (TR) summer temperature reconstruction
The most replicated (54 data-sets) TR NH millennial reconstruction to date
A product of the Northern Hemisphere Tree-Ring Network Development (N-TREND)
consortium
The N-TREND2015 reconstruction is robust at all time-scales from 918 – 2004
Medieval temperature estimates are warmer than expressed by CMIP5 models
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Detailed response
I have minor comments on some of the SEA analyses of the record of annual temperature responses to major
volcanic eruptions. All eruptions prior to 1600 have minor differences in dating between the records and it
appears that each of the three composite records evaluated uses a different combination of eruptions.
Would it not have been better to restrict the comparison to the same well-dated eruptions for this analysis to
provide completely comparable data sets?
The Superposed Epoch Analysis (SEA) has been refined. We have now clarified the criteria for the identified
volcanic events. Specifically from the Gao/Crowley and Sigl papers, we identify significant volcanic events with
common sulphate deposition values in both hemispeheres > 15 kg km-2. The Esper events were independently
derived using historical documents for events with VEI values ≥ 5. Please note that we have now removed
reference to Plummer et al (2012). With the above refinement, the number of significant volcanic events for the
Gao/Crowley and Sigl lists has been reduced so the SEA has been re-done. The overall results have not changed
(Figure 6) although the Sigl based SEA is more in line with Gao/Crowley results.
The differences between these three event lists is exactly what we wanted to test. i.e. how sensitive is
the SEA to the use of the different lists. We therefore feel that nothing would be gained from focussing only on
common well dated set of events as this has been done elsewhere.
Also it would be interesting to compare SEA for standardized RW and MXD data from the same site to
demonstrate differences in the lagged response in these archives.
This is a good point but is beyond the scope of the current paper which utilises published reconstructions for
each location, some of which are a fusion of different TR parameters. However, a recent paper by Esper et al.
undertakes this type of comparison:
Esper, J., Schneider, L., Smerdon, J., Schöne, B., Büntgen, U., 2015. Signals and memory in tree-ring width and
density data. Dendrochronologia, 35, 62-70..
In addition to the NH reconstruction this paper does include composite N American and Eurasian reconstructions
in Appendix Figure 2C. It might be useful to include this figure in the main text with appropriate caveats about the
relatively low replication unless it is planned to treat this more fully in the subsequent paper. This figure appears
to be a major reason for the discussion of Atlantic variability on p 10.
This is a fair comment but the focus of the paper is on the long term context of the northern hemisphere
composite record. We purposely make only a brief reference to the North American vs Eurasian comparison
(Appendix Figure C3) and minimal discussion w.r.t. the expression of the medieval warmth in NE North America
and NW Europe (Appendix Figure C2). This latter feature will be discussed in more detail in the part II
companion paper (Anchukaitis et al.) due to its spatial expression. However, another reason for not going into
too much detail is the fact that there is only 1 record from NE North America which appears anonymously warm
compared to other records and we feel at this time it is better to take a cautious approach and not over
interpret this region until more data exist. We therefore make no changes.

Page Para Line
2
1
6
temperature
No change made – did not find a problem with current wording.
3
2
17
time scales
So corrected
3
2
21
data-sparse
So corrected
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3
2
22
complement
So corrected
3
4
4
tree rings
So corrected
4
1
3-4
allow…improved understanding
So corrected
4
3
13
to record…..events accurately,
So corrected
4
3
15
delete final comma
So corrected
4
4
2
temperature-sensitive (similar changes are needed throughout where compound
adjectives used)
So corrected – throughout paper
4
4
2
improve characterisation of (avoid split infinitive).
We have left with current wording as we feel it flows better
“………..we focus entirely on temperature- sensitive tree-ring (TR) records to both reduce and better characterize
many of the uncertainties detailed above.”
5
1
5
-a predominantly
So corrected
5
2
5
needs to be explicit- were the reconstructions used or the TR data on which the
reconstructions were based?
We have clarified the wording in the text – new text is highlighted,
“we utilise mostly published TR temperature reconstructions (or chronologies used in published reconstructions)
that start prior to 1750”
and have edited Appendix Table 1 to detail what N-TREND2015 series are published reconstructions or
published chronologies. However, many reconstructions are simply re-scaled/calibrated chronologies so the
differences are moot.
5
2
10
includes TR records or TR based reconstructions? See above. I think the latter.
As above
5
3
Therefore the paper accepts the earlier reconstructions without reprocessing?
Yes – see next comment – using the latest published version of these data assumes that the original authors
have undertaken the most robust analysis possible.
5
3
8
and therefore still retains any biases (see intro) due to differences in the way that these
original data were processed.
The biases referred to in the introduction were related to the multi-proxy approach and the problems of mixing
proxies of different seasons, temporal resolution and carrying dating precision. We make a clear statement that
our strategy uses published chronologies and/or reconstructions that “explicitly incorporates the knowledge of
the original authors as they [should have] derived the most robust reconstruction possible from the available
data at that particular location”
5
3
11
only three involve BI, perhaps a brief comment needed on its value?
The reference to BI in the main text has not been changed as it makes reference to the relevant methodological
papers. However, in Appendix Table 1, for the IBC site – the first listed using BI – we have inserted the following
clarifying sentence, “BI - Blue Intensity is a relatively new tree-ring parameter (McCarroll et al. 2002; Campbell
et al. 2011; Björklund et al. 2014; Rydval et al. 2014) that utilises the intensity of the reflectance of blue light of
the TR latewood to derive an estimate of lignin content in latewood cells. As lignin content is reflected by
density, raw BI and MXD are inversely correlated and both calibrate similarly to summer temperatures.”
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5
3
last
by 1000 or before 1000?
Slight re-word of sentence to “The common period for all 54 records is 1710-1988; 38 records extend back to
1500 while 23 records extend back to at least 1000. Substantially more TR records are available for Eurasia (39)
compared to North America (15) with a distinct imbalance of data at 1000 (20 vs. 3 – Figure 2a).”
6
2
8-9
do we see these results?
Yes – these results are detailed later in the paper and in Appendix table B1
6
2
12
perhaps label calibration trials as A and B to clarify this point?
We believe Appendix table B1 already clearly details the results. These are not trials – just co-occurring
different approaches/periods for model validation.
6
3
last
reference to where these data are shown?
This section details the reconstruction methodology, so reference to results comes later in the paper. The error
estimates are detailed in Appendix table B1 and Appendix Figure B2.
6
4
3
comma after and?
So corrected
Fig 2 caption 4
nest or nested period? Better explanation needed of the lower diagrams?
Changed to “nest”. Edits have been made to figure caption for clarification.
9
2
N-TREND also shows a greater range of temperature variability than the other two
reconstructions.
Yes – agreed – but this is discussed later w.r.t. Figure 5.
9
2
1
but the 1500s?
Not clear what the reviewer is wanting us to say about the 1500s.
9
2
15-17 but there are stronger deviations in the multidecadal variability between TREND and DWJ
decadal variability
Yes – see above comment – this is discussed w.r.t. Figure 5.
10
1
App C2 should there be some measure of uncertainty with these regional records?
As Part II focuses on the spatial reconstruction of temperature, we feel that this figure should stay within
Appendix C. As these series are not specifically calibrated to appropriate quadrant instrumental mean series, it
would not be possible to place uncertainty ranges upon them. The periods where the number of records is less
than three is already highlighted – denoting these periods should be interpreted cautiously.
10
1
6
end of the 12th century? But after a brief hiatus continues to the mid-14th century?
We believe the current wording is valid
10
1
11
where is MCA defined in this paper
MCA has now been changed to Medieval throughout the paper.
10
1
11
is being or has recently been?
Changed………has recently been….
10
1
17
in which specific periods are these megadroughts? What about the potential influence of
the Pacific here? It is strange there is no reference to possible differential effects between the influences of the
Atlantic and the Pacific.
All mention of megadroughts have now been removed from this paragraph and we now focus specifically on
temperature.
10
3
3
end of 10th or end of 11th?
Taking ALL the different records into account, one must conclude the 10th century – no changed made to current
wording.
10
3
12-15 how many of these MP reconstructions have proxies with a winter or annual temperature
variables?
This is difficult to address in detail. This would require a detailed review of the original MP publications and
data used. We believe that this detail would not change anything towards our current paper. The main points
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still hold w.r.t. MP reconstructions – that they are a mix of proxies of varying season (albeit possibly weighted
towards the summer season), include records with dating uncertainty and are not annually resolved. Our record
is exactly calendar dated, has annual resolution and uses only summer sensitive TR proxy records.
Fig 5 Caption 6
what is the transition between? Reference to text needed?
Caption has been clarified: Dashed line is the model mean of the difference between the two periods.
11
5
4
medieval period?
So corrected
12
1
6
disagreement of? Or between estimates of?
Sentence has been clarified to, “In a recent appraisal of proxy and CMIP5 model output over the Last Glacial
Maximum, mid-Holocene, and the recent period, a substantial disagreement between paleoclimate and
modelled estimates was reported, although the models were marginally better at representing modern late
Holocene climate (Harrison et al. 2015).”
12
2
14
three lists and five sources?
The Gao/Crowley information was combined to identify hemispherically relevant volcanic events. These data
are used to drive volcanic forcing within the CMIP5 model runs. The Esper list of events is an independently
derived list of significant volcanic events. We have now dropped reference to the Plummer paper and focus on
the Sigl paper only as they identify significant hemispheric relevant volcanic events from two new ice cores in
Greenland and Antarctic and provide a new set of independent refined dates to compliment the Gao/Crowley
list.
13
2
10
Table 3 gives 1912 as Katmai in Alaska
So corrected
13
3
3
This misses the point. They also developed a new improved version of the IPSL-CM5A-LR
model for volcanic forcing which simulated less cooling from the eruptions than those the CMIP models used. It
was development of this new simulation that reconciled the previous dissimilarities between the tree-ring and
volcanic estimates of cooling.
This final paragraph has been re-worded for clarification, “In a recently published new TR reconstruction of NH
JJA mean temperatures, Stoffel et al. (2015) utilised 30 regional records (using both RW and MXD) to assess
large-scale volcanic response expressed in their composite record by comparison to a modified version of the
IPSL-CM5A-LR model (Schmidt et al. 2012). Their model version simulated less cooling and they stated that with
respect to volcanic forcing their work had reconciled previously reported dissimilarities between climate
simulations and TR based reconstructions. Although the “missing ring” hypothesis (Mann et al. 2012) is now
thoroughly rejected (Anchukaitis et al. 2012; D’Arrigo et al. 2013; Esper et al. 2015), Stoffel et al. (2015) and the
results detailed herein, indicate that there are still substantial uncertainties that need to be addressed before
we fully understand the temporal and spatial dynamical response of the climate system to volcanic forcing as
well as the response of specific TR parameters to volcanically forced cool summers.”
13
5
1
represents
So corrected
14
1
5
outcome= reconstruction?
We have changed to “record”
14
1
6
statistical methods?
So corrected
14
1
7
delete commas
So corrected
14
2
1
how well?
So corrected
14
2
3
local gridded temperature data
So corrected
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14
2
7
what high frequency bias- doesn't RW decrease high frequency variability - should this be
the reduced high frequency bias?
Sentence re-worded slightly for clarity, “Considering as well, the well-known lagged high frequency biases of
RW data……..”
14
2
9
robust estimates of interannual variation This needs to be qualified and is in the following
sentence. Delete material about MXD and BI and run on to particularly relevant clause. The comment re MXD
and BI could come in a following sentence.
We believe the minor sentence modification above improves the sense of the overall sentence.
14
2
19
rephrase. This situation can further be potentially confused by
So corrected
14
3
3
Stoffel at
So corrected
14
3
6
millennial length?
So corrected
15
1
1
delete the
So corrected
15
1
4
exist
So corrected
15
1
6
BI is somewhat of a sleeper in this whole discussion as its potential to replace MXD is
never specifically mentioned and only three series use BI data. This needs to be remedied earlier in the text .
This is a good point. As stated above, we now make a specific reference in Appendix A Table A1 w.r.t. the IBC
reconstruction about BI actually is. The relevant methodological based papers are already referred to within the
text.
16
Briffa et al 1998 for consistency include second initials
2nd initials deleted from all references
16
Cohen
Letters
So corrected
19
Fritts
Academic Press?
So corrected
20
Hegerl 2006
journal title in full
So corrected
20
Jones 1995
Letters
So corrected
21
Jungclaus
journal title in full
So corrected
21
Landrum
journal title in full
So corrected
22
Mann 1999
Letters
So corrected
23
Meko
journal title in full
So corrected
24
Pongratz
journal title in full
So corrected
24
Rohde
journal title in full
So corrected
24
Rossi 2012
Caps in Journal title?
So corrected
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24
Rossi 2013
Caps in Journal title?
So corrected
24
Schmidt
journal title in full
So corrected
25
George
out of Order (2 references)
So corrected
25
Steinhilber
journal title in full
So corrected
25
Tingley
duplicate authors
So corrected
26
Trouet
Oscillation
So corrected
26
Wu
are authors complete? Journal title in full
So corrected
28
Table 1
Font size is barely readable without enlargement
Will await advice from journal if paper is accepted
28
Table 2
Five?
So corrected
32
4
word(s) missing after nested?
So corrected
32
6-10
what precisely is calibrated here?
We believe this is self-explanatory
33-35 Figs 3-5 Figs 3 and 5 calibrated to 1450-1850 whereas Fig 4 is to 1000-1960. Is there a specific reason for
this? What is the absolute difference between these two means?
We agree there was an inconsistency here. Figure 4 has now been re-drafted and the z-scores calculated w.r.t.
the 1400-1850 period. This period was chosen to enhance differences between the records for comparative
purposes in the Medieval and recent periods.
34
6
what is the transition?
See earlier – caption text has been changed to clarify.
36
3
lists the different years or shows the differences in the years? There are only 3 cases (
1600, 1815, 1835) where all three records show the same date and seven events ( 1584, 1640, 1667, 1739, 1809,
1883, 1912) where two of the dates agree and seven ( all before 1600 except for Laki) where there are minor
differences in the dates . So why use all of these rather than those events which are synchronous between the
records? 22 of the events are only identified in a single record
Please see very first comment – we have refined the SEA analysis. We believe that the reviewer has not quite
understood what we were trying to do with the analysis. i.e. the choice of chosen events a is very important for
such analyses – see Esper et al. (2013) for further clarification of this issue.
A2
1
Büntgen also misspelt in Table 1
So corrected
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